Squad Battles User Manual
Squad Battles is a series of
games covering squad-level
actions in many areas including
Vietnam, World War II, and others.
Each game consists of a series of
scenarios based on historical
battles of that era with a few
hypothetical battles as well. The
game can be played alone versus
the computer, or against a human
opponent using Play-By-E-Mail
and Network Play (over a Local
Area Network or the Internet). The game is turn-based with each side moving
and firing in their designated turn.
The documentation for Squad Battles is divided into several parts:
•

•

•

•

•

•

The Getting Started Help File covering the basics of play. This Help File
is tied to one of the scenarios in the game and will assist you in learning
the basics of the game.
This Users Manual covering the game basics, main features and
additional information such as Network Play, Tactics, and
Troubleshooting.
The Main Program Help File covering issues specific to the main game
engine. Note: each menu, menu item, and dialog of the main program is
discussed in detail in this Help File.
The Scenario Editor Help File covering issues specific to the scenario
editor.
The Order of Battle Help File covering issues specific to the Order of
Battle editor.
The Submap Editor Help File covering issues specific to the Submap
Editor.

This manual last updated: November 8, 2012
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The Interface
The game screen contains several
parts of the interface that allows you to
play the game.
The Menu Bar
Along the top of the screen is a Menu
Bar that contains the various game
commands you will need to access
from time to time while playing. Under
each menu is a list of commands,
each of which is discussed in detail in
the Main Program Help File.
The Toolbar
Also along the top of the screen, directly under the menu bar is a series of
buttons. These buttons provide quick access to many of the game features. If
you place your cursor over a button and pause for a moment a "Tooltip" will be
revealed. For more information on the Toolbar, consult the Main Program Help
File.
The Map
Most of the game screen is covered by a map. The map has two possible
views, normal and zoom-out 2D. The default view is normal 2D, but this can
be changed using the View Menu, or the Zoom-In or Zoom-Out buttons. The
Map can be scrolled using the Windows scroll bars on the right and bottom of
the screen. Alternatively, selecting the Auto Scroll option from the Settings
menu puts the map in a mode where moving the mouse cursor to any edge of
the screen automatically scrolls the map in that direction. See the Settings
Menu under Main Program Help File.
Hex Info Area
On the bottom of the screen is the Hex Info Area (the location of the Hex Info
Area can be changed from the Settings Menu). As you click in a hex on the
map containing units, the specific info about the units in that hex is displayed in
this area in the Unit List. When there are more units in the Hot Spot hex than
can be displayed in the available space, then scroll arrows that appear after
the list of units can be used to scroll the Unit List. The Hex Info Area also
contains information about the terrain in that hex. More information on the
units can be viewed by pressing and holding the right mouse button in the Hex
Info Area. For more information, see the Hex Info Area in the Main Program
Help File.
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Selecting Units
Most operations in the game require that
units first be Selected. When selected,
units are displayed highlighted in the Unit
List. There are two ways selection can be
achieved. First, you can double-click in a
hex to select all of the units in that hex.
Alternatively, you can click on individual
pictures in the Unit List to select or deselect that particular unit.
Status Bar
Located at the bottom the main window, the Status Bar displays information
about the current battle or information about other commands you are
accessing. The default view shows the current turn and date information
together with the hex coordinates. For more information, see the Status Bar
section in the Main Program Help File.
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Map Views
There are various views of the map.
In addition to the standard 2D views
of the map, there is a Jump Map
view that shows you the entire
battlefield.

2D Normal View
This is perhaps the most common
view used in the game. It presents a
top-down two-dimensional view of the
map showing the various terrain
features and units on the map. In
this view, you use the Hex Info area
quite a bit to determine specific data
associated with the units and terrain.

2D Zoom-Out View
This view shows more of the map on
the screen, but using less detail.
While you can play the game in this
view, most of the time you use it to
give yourself some overview of the
situation to help you make a
decision, or to survey the situation
before going on.
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Jump Map View
This view is most useful for quickly
changing your view from one part of
the map to another. You get this
view when you invoke the Jump
Dialog. With this view, you can
click on any part of the map and
have your view moved to that
location.

How To Change Views
• 2D Normal View: This is the default view. To restore this view, use the
2D Normal View option of the View Menu. Alternatively, you can use the
‘2’ hot key.
• 2D Zoom-Out View. To switch to this view, use the 2D Zoom-Out View
option of the View Menu or use the ‘1’ hot key.
• Jump Map View. To see this veiw, you can use the Jump Dialog option
of the View Menu. Alternatively, you can use the ‘J’ hot key.
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Quick Overview
This section provides a quick overview
to playing the game and the functions
of the main program. For more
information, see the various sections
found in the help Contents.
Sides
A Squad Battles scenario is played by
two sides. A battle may be played by
one person against the computer, or by
two persons using a variety of modes
such as Two-Player Hot Seat, Play-By-E-Mail (PBEM), or Network Play . See
the Mode Menu in the Main Program Help File for more information on these
modes.
Hexes
Each battle is played on a map made up of hexagons (hexes). Each hex
measures 40 meters across. Each hex contains terrain that affects movement
and combat in that hex. See the Hex Info Area in the Main Program Help File
for more information on terrain and its effects.
Objectives
In each scenario, there are generally one or more Objectives that are used to
determine the victory outcome. Objectives are owned by one side or the other,
although they may change ownership if occupied by the opposing side.
Objectives determine victory points according to their type:
•
Normal – These objectives have a fixed value and are owned by the last
side to occupy their hex. When the objective is owned by the first side in
a scenario, then that side is awarded points. Normal Objectives can
change ownership any number of times during a scenario.
•
Exit – The value of these objectives starts at 0 and then increases each
time units of the owning side are removed from the map at that hex.
Normally an Exit Objective should only be placed on the boundary of the
map. Exit Objectives cannot change owners. Exit Objectives award
points to the side that owns them.
•
Capture – These objectives begin uncaptured and owned by the given
side. If they are occupied by the opposing side, then they become
owned by that side and their points are awarded to that side. After they
are captured, the owning side does not have to occupy the hex to get the
points. Capture Objectives cannot be recaptured or change back to the
original owner.
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•

Collateral - The point value of these objectives increases when enemy
fire affects the hex they are in. Collateral Objectives can be assaulted
however without causing the point value to change. Collateral Objectives
do not change side. If a Collateral Objective has a positive value, then
that value is awarded to the owning side (regardless of who occupies it).
If a Collateral Objective has a negative value and is occupied by the
opposing side, then that value is a penalty to the owning side.

Note that a Collateral Objective that starts the scenario with a zero value can
never help the opposing side, only hurt it if fire from that side affects the hex.
A Collateral Objective that starts the scenario with a negative value can help
the opposing side if they can occupy the hex without causing their fire to make
the value positive before they occupy it.
Objectives can also be defined as Unknown. When an objective is unknown,
it is not visible to the opposing side (under Fog-of-War) unless it is occupied by
units from that side. Unknown Normal, Exit, Capture, and Collateral objectives
are called Hidden, Escape, Cache, and Hiding objectives respectively.
Unknown Collateral Objectives become revealed when they receive affecting
fire.
Scoring
Scoring in a scenario can be one of two types: conventional scoring and
asymmetric scoring. Most scenarios will use conventional scoring. Under this
system, loss points are calculated for each side based on the casualties that
each side has suffered in the battle. Objective points, as described above, are
awarded to or deducted from the side which moves first in the scenario
depending on the type of objective. The final victory point calculation is given
by:
Victory-Points = Objective-Points – First-Side-Loss-Points + Second-SideLoss-Points
This value is compared with the victory point levels defined for the scenario
and a determination is made if the outcome is a Major Defeat, Minor Defeat,
Draw, Minor Victory, or Major Victory for the first side. The second side is
considered to have the opposite outcome from the first.
In certain scenarios, a particular side is specified as being the asymmetric
side. This means that the side is considered significantly weaker or at a
significant disadvantage in the scenario. Under these conditions, the victory
scoring is modified as follows to account for that difference.
• Points awarded to the first side for objectives are awarded cumulative for
each turn. That is, once the first side holds an objective or exits from an
objective, the points that are associated with that objective will be
awarded to the first side cumulatively in each turn thereafter.
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•
•

Points associated with losses suffered by the weaker side are calculated
cumulatively once they are suffered.
Points associated with losses suffered by the stronger side are calculated
as being the normal point loss times the number of turns in the scenario.

This scoring approach results in the stronger side being very sensitive to
casualties and having a desire to keep them as low as possible, even though
they hold an overwhelming advantage. The weaker side has to shelter its
force and not subject them to high casualties too early. On the other hand, the
weaker side must not just surrender objectives without a fight as that would
result in a much higher objective point value for the stronger side. Together,
these scoring issues result in a much different strategies for the two sides than
would be true in conventional scoring.
Time Scale
Each battle is conducted in turns each of which typically represents 5 minutes
of real time, although this may vary by scenario. Each player has a number of
units under their control, some of which are on the map at the beginning of the
battle, while others arrive as Reinforcements. See the Units Menu in the Main
Program Help File for more information.
End Of Game
As each player finishes their turn, they advance the battle to the next turn by
using the Next Turn function of the Turn Menu (see the Main Program Help
File ). This continues until the time limit specified in the scenario at which point
the win, lose, or draw outcome of the battle is determined. Winning and losing
are determined by a calculation based on the ownership of certain Objective
hexes (see above) and the relative losses of the two sides. See the Victory
selection of the Info Menu (in the Main Program Help File ) for more
information on victory conditions.
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Units
Each unit in the game is a Team,
Leader, Weapon, or Vehicle. Each
Team consists of a number of men
and each Leader unit is an individual
man. Each Weapon unit will in
general consist of a number of
weapons while each Vehicle unit
consists of a single vehicle.
Unit Types
A Leader unit represents a single
individual. The display shows the Leader’s name, his remaining movement
points, and the organization he leads. The letter following the Leader’s name
indicates his Command Rating where A+ is best and F is worst.

The on-map counter of a Leader shows a star in the lower right-hand
corner of the counter.
A Team unit consists of a number of men. The display shows the Team’s
name, their remaining movement points, their current Morale rating, and their
Effectiveness (Status value).

A Weapon unit consists of one or more weapons. Weapons can consist of
individual weapons, crew served weapons, and specialized weapons. The
example here shows an individual weapon where the number at the bottom is
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the number of weapons of that type in the unit. The display also shows the
name of the weapon, its effectiveness (as a percentage value), and the
number of times it can fire in the current turn. When an asterisk (*) follows this
number, it indicates the weapon is capable of Indirect Fire (see the section on
Firing).

When the number at the bottom is enclosed in parentheses, then there is only
a single weapon of type and the number is the number of times that weapon
can be fired before its ammo is used up and the weapon is removed.

A Vehicle unit consists of a single vehicle. The display shows the Vehicles’
name, the number of crew on the vehicle, the current Morale rating of the crew,
the effectiveness of the vehicle (Status value), and the remaining movement
points of the vehicle. When the vehicle is capable of carrying passengers,
then the remaining capacity of the vehicle is also shown.

Unit Stacking
In general, a given hex will contain multiple units. By themselves, Teams and
Leaders have no ability to fire. They must be combined with weapons first.
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The convention used in Squad Battles is:
Weapon Convention: all Weapons following a given Team, Leader, or
Vehicle in the Hex Info area until the next Team, Leader, or Vehicle are
considered under the control of that Team, Leader, or Vehicle.
Thus in the display above, the three Weapon units following the Team unit are
being carried and can be used by that Team.

Certain Vehicles are capable of carrying units. They may also have on-board
weapons. The convention used for Vehicles in Squad Battles is:
Vehicle Convention: all Teams or Leaders following a given Vehicle in
the Hex Info area until the next Vehicle are considered being carried by
that Vehicle.
Thus in the display above, the Vehicle has one on-board weapon by the
Weapon Convention and is carrying one Leader by the Vehicle Convention.
This Leader is carrying one Weapon.
Weapon Types and Information
Weapons can be individual, crew served, or specialized.
An individual weapon can be carried and used by a Team or Leader. It may
also be an on-board weapon for a vehicle.
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If you right-click in the Hex Info area, then the display will change to also
indicate the Reliability (Rel), Range (Rng), Lethality (Leth), and Penetration
(Pen) of the weapon. The purpose of these values is described in the section
on Firing. Also, in this display the name of the current Load of the weapon is
shown. If there are multiple Loads for this weapon, then the number of
additional Loads (+1 in this example) is indicated below the name of the
current Load.

The display for a crew-served Weapon is larger. It shows the name of the
weapon, the number of weapons in that unit, the effectiveness of the unit
(Status value), and the number of times the unit can fire.

When you right click in the Hex Info area, the display of a crew-served weapon
changes to show additional information. The crew requirements of a single
weapon and, in parentheses, the crew requirements of the unit are shown.
Likewise, the standard values and name of the Load are displayed.
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The on map counter for a unit that is carrying a crew-served weapon
is displayed with a black bar on the left hand side of the counter.
Certain crew-served weapons have an even larger display when they
represent a very large weapon such as an artillery piece. However, the values
and display are the same as for the standard crew-served weapon.

Certain weapons are specialized and have a different display. Otherwise, they
will have the same values as normal weapons.

Some tools that are carried are used to clear mines or clear wire
obstructions. The on-map counter for a unit that is carrying such a
tool is displayed with a black bar on the top side of the counter.
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Civilians
Certain games in the Squad Battles series
support the Civilian feature. Under this feature,
certain units can be identified as Civilians using
the Scenario Editor. Civilians are typically
portrayed in a scenario as being hostages of the
opposing side and the purpose of the scenario is
to rescue the hostages. Civilian units that are
stacked with enemy units are automatically considered Captured. If the enemy
units that they are stacked with are eliminated or forced to retreat as a result of
assault, then the Civilian units are able to be moved by the owning player. In a
scenario that uses Civilians, points are awarded for the release of Civilians
held as hostage and points can be awarded for exiting them from the map via
Exit Objectives. Civilians have a reduced movement factor, cannot hold or fire
weapons, and cannot use ropes or ladders to board or leave flying helicopters.
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Vietnam Leader Names
The memory of the Vietnam War is
still very real today, both in the
minds of those that served and
those of their families. Many who
served did not return and many of
those that did return, returned with
strong feelings about their
experience that they will carry with
them for the rest of their lives. In the
making of the Vietnam versions of
the Squad Battles games, there was
a desire not to invoke unwelcome personal feelings about the war, either in the
individuals who served or their families. Therefore, a decision was made in the
design of the Vietnam games not to use actual names of the leaders, even
when they were readily available through the historical record. Likewise, the
assignment of quality of those leaders was made in a purely random fashion
based on the situation and not according to any judgment as to the abilities of
the actual leader. Since there is also an assignment of quality to individual
units and there was no intention to cause this to become a reflection of the
quality of the historical units, the organization name and structure is also
designed to be generic. Although this results in a certain non-specific
character to the game in this regard, it is felt that this is preferable to making
any personal identification to someone or an organization in an unappreciated
way. It is hoped that no one misinterprets this result in a negative fashion as a
careless attention to detail but rather understands the result by its intent.
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Movement
There are two fundamental ways
you can move units. In either case,
you must first select the units you
wish to move in the Unit List .
Having done that, you can then right
click in an adjacent hex to move the
units into that hex. You can
continue to right click in adjacent
hexes to move the units to the limit
of their movement allowance.
Alternatively, having selected the
units, you can press the left mouse button in the hex containing the units, and
while holding the button down, move the cursor to the desired destination hex
and release it. This process, called "drag and drop", will cause the program to
compute a minimum cost path from the source to the destination hex and
move the units toward the destination hex along that path to the limits of their
movement allowance.
Note that as an alternative to right-clicking to move units, there are hotkeys
which can be used to move a hex at a time. Unless Fog-of-War is in effect,
you can undo movement by using the Undo Movement command of the
Command Menu. The cost of moving units depends on the terrain being
moved into and the current Ground Conditions. Movement cost values are
Parameter Data and can be determined using the Parameter Data Dialog.
When a movement is to a hex at the same elevation or lower elevation than
the hex the units are moving from, then the maximum movement cost is 2/3 of
the movement allowance of any units moving via non-Ground Mode,
regardless of the actual movement costs involved. When the movement is to a
hex of higher elevation or by Ground Mode, this limitation does not apply.
Movement Allowance
The movement allowance of each unit determines how far they can move in a
single turn. Each unit is given their movement allowance at the beginning of
each turn. Unused movement allowance is not saved at the end of the turn.
The movement allowance of infantry units is determined by the Infantry
Allowance Parameter Data value.
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The movement allowance of vehicles is determined by their movement value in
the vehicle database. Further, the movement allowance of a particular vehicle
is lowered by half the current Effectiveness loss of that vehicle. For example,
a vehicle with an Effectiveness of 50% would only have 75% of its normal
movement allowance. Likewise, a vehicle with an Effectiveness of 33% would
have 66% of its normal movement allowance.
Stacking
At any particular time, there will be in general more than one unit in the same
hex. The total number of units that can exist in a single hex is limited by the
Maximum Stacking Limit parameter data value that can be found in the
Parameter Data Dialog from the Help Menu. Weapons do not count towards
the stacking limit, but each Vehicle unit has a man-equivalent stacking value
that can be found in the Weapon Data Dialog from the Help Menu.
Ground Mode
Ground Mode only applies to Infantry (Leader and
Team) units and to Helicopter units. For Infantry,
it represents being down on the ground as
opposed to standing up. For helicopters, it
represents being on the ground as opposed to
flying. For Infantry, while in Ground Mode,
movement costs are doubled and they cannot use
Road Movement (see below). Helicopters cannot move while in Ground Mode.
When Infantry is not in Ground Mode, it has an increased vulnerability to fire
(see Firing).
To toggle Ground Mode, you select the units you wish to change and
either click on the Toggle Ground toolbar button or select the Toggle
On Ground menu item from the Command Menu. For Infantry units, there is
no movement cost for going to Ground Mode. However, it costs Infantry units
the From Ground Cost Parameter Data value to go from Ground Mode to nonGround Mode. For helicopters, it costs 1/3 the movement allowance of the unit
to go to or from Ground Mode (representing landing or taking off).
Units cannot go to Ground Mode in Shallow Water hexes. Units in Ground
Mode must leave Ground Mode before entering Shallow Water hexes.
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Carrying Weapons

Leaders and Teams can carry weapons. By convention, any Weapon units
which immediately follow the Leader or Team unit in the Unit List until the next
Leader, Team, or Vehicle, are considered carried by that unit.
Normally, each Leader and each member of a Team can carry a single
weapon. Thus the number of normal weapons carried by a Team cannot
exceed the strength of the Team. However, in addition to normal weapons, it
is possible to carry an equal number of weapons that fall into one or more of
the following categories:
• Single Use Weapons
• Suicide Weapons
• Weapons with no Lethaltity. This includes any weapon without any
Loads such as a radio, but also weapons with non-lethal loads such as a
flare gun.
When these extra weapons are carried (except for Skis), the movement
allowance of the carrying unit is reduced.
For crew served weapons, it is normally the case that they be carried by a unit
with strength equal to or exceeding the crew requirements of the Weapon unit.
When this requirement is not met, the movement allowance of the carrying unit
is reduced.
To drop weapons that are being carried, you select the weapons
and then click on the Unload/Drop toolbar button or select the
Unload/Drop menu item from the Command Menu. To pick-up weapons that
are not being carried, you select the weapons and the unit you wish to carry
them and then click on the Load/Pick Up button or Load/Pick Up menu item.
If there are more weapons than can be carried by the unit, then only those that
can be carried will be pickup up and the others will be left.
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Carrying Passengers

Certain vehicles are capable of carrying passengers. When this is the case,
then the number of passengers the vehicle can carry, or the number of
passengers in its remaining capacity, will be displayed in its unit picture. For
capacity purposes, only the number of Leaders or Team members counts and
the weapons that they carry does not.
To unload passengers that are being carried, you select the
passengers and then click on the Unload/Drop toolbar button or
select the Unload/Drop menu item from the Command Menu. To pick-up
passengers, you select the passengers and the vehicle you wish to carry them
and then click on the Load/Pick Up button or Load/Pick Up menu item.
When a vehicle is carrying passengers, the 2D icon on the map is
shown with a Plus (+) sign.

External Riders

It is possible for certain vehicles that have no inherent carrying capacity to
carry external riders. The vehicles cannot not be helicopters, gliders, or nonamphibious naval units. A valid vehicle can carry one Leader or one Team.
While loaded in this way, the unit picture of the vehicle will report that the
vehicle Has Riders.
Certain limitations and effects occur when a vehicle has external riders:
• A vehicle with external riders cannot fire nor can the passengers fire.
• A vehicle with external riders cannot attack in assault.
• When a vehicle with external riders is fired upon, the riders are
automatically unloaded, become Disrupted, and may take losses.
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•

When a vehicle with external riders is assaulted, the riders are
eliminated.
When a vehicle is carrying external riders, the 2D icon on the map is
shown with a Plus (+) sign.

Capacity and Overcarrying
Each unit has a nominal ability to carry weapons and or passengers. For
vehicles, this is the Capacity value stated in the Unit List. Leaders have a
nominal ability to carry a single individual weapon while Teams have the ability
to carry as many individual weapons as they have men. Crew-served
weapons required the corresponding number of men per weapon for nominal
carrying and firing.
It is possible for a Leader or Team to carry more than their nominal capacity
but at a movement penalty. For a given number of weapons with a certain
carrying need N and a unit with a nominal carrying capacity C, if N exceeds C,
then the unit has its movement costs modified by the factor:
N/C
When computing the carrying requirement of a weapon, Single Use weapons
only count ½ of a normal individual weapon. Leaders and Teams can only
overcarry individual weapons when the excess consists of Single Use
weapons.
Movement Limitations
When a unit becomes Pinned or Demoralized, it cannot move closer to known
enemy units. In addition, Pinned units cannot move from Ground Mode to nonGround Mode. If a Pinned unit moves, it automatically becomes Demoralized.
The movement cost of a Disrupted unit is twice that of the normal movement
cost for a unit. However, Demoralized units, subject to the previous movement
limitation, move normally.
Immobilization
There are two ways in which a Vehicle can
become Immobile during a scenario.
When a Vehicle becomes Immobile, it may
still fire, but cannot move or turn.
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When a Vehicle on the ground receives fire that would normally result in its
loss, there is a certain chance that the Vehicle will survive but become
Immobile. This value, the Immobile Probability, is a Parameter Data value.
Secondly, as a Vehicle moves across the ground, there is a certain chance
that the movement will cause the Vehicle to become Immobile. For a given
movement from one hex to another with a movement cost of C and the Move
Immobile Factor parameter data value F, the probability of the movement
causing the Vehicle to become Immobile is C * F.
Once a Vehicle becomes Immobile, there is no way to restore it during the
scenario.
Road Movement
Leaders and Teams not in Ground Mode and all non-helicopter Vehicles can
use Road Movement. When moving from hex to hex along a Trail, Road, or
Railroad, a reduced movement cost can apply provided that the stacking
requirement is met. The maximum stacking value that can use Road
Movement is given by the Road Stacking Limit parameter data value available
from the Help Menu. Vehicles have a man-equivalent stacking value given in
the Weapon Data Dialog also available in from the Help Menu.
It is not possible to use road movement when moving into a hex that has been
Destroyed.
Bridge Movement
Movement by non-amphibious non-flying units into Water
hexes is only possible using Bridge Movement. All of the
requirements of Road Movement apply to Bridge Movement.
Thus movement across a bridge is not possible in Ground
Mode and the Road Movement stacking limitation must be met. Destroyed
Bridges cannot be crossed.

•

There are four types of Bridges: Heavy (Hvy), Medium
(Med), Light (Lt), and Railroad (RR). There are several
restrictions as to which type of units can use each type of
Bridge:
• All units can use Heavy and Railroad Bridges.
• Only Infantry and Vehicle units whose armor value is
less than the Hard Vehicle parameter data value can
use Medium Bridges.
Only Infantry can use Light Bridges.
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Engineer Bridges
Engineer Bridges are represented as a
special type of immovable Vehicle. The
bridge is placed in the scenario using the
Scenario Editor and cannot be placed or
moved during the play of the scenario. An
Engineer Bridge allows road movement
across the hex it is in regardless of other
terrain or hexsides in the hex. The cost of moving using road movement
across an Engineer Bridge is the same as moving by a Trail. All units can
move across an Engineer Bridge regardless of the type of the unit.
Facing and Turning
Only Vehicles have a facing and may change that facing by turning.
In some cases, the facing of a Vehicle will affect the fire effect on it
or its ability to fire. The movement cost of turning for a Vehicle is equal to the
movement cost of the hex it is in.
Obstacles
Obstacles represent barbed wire and other man-made impediments
to movement. When a Team enters a hex containing Obstacles, it
automatically becomes Pinned. Horses cannot enter a hex
containing Obstacles.
Barriers
Barriers represent steel and concrete impediments to
movement. Non-flying, non-horse vehicles cannot enter a
hex containing Barriers but infantry and horses can freely do
so.
Craters
Craters can exist in the scenario when started, or can be
created during the scenario when Support is used. When units
move into a hex that is cratered, there is an additional
movement cost determined by the Cratered Cost Parameter
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Data value. This cost occurs regardless of whether the unit is using road or
non-road movement.
Trench Movement
When a unit moves from one Trench hex to another and
both Trench hexes have the same fortification Owner, then
the movement cost associated with the terrain is that of a
Clear hex regardless of the terrain in the destination hex.

Normal Mines
Normal Mines come in several types: Booby Traps, Anti-Personnel Mines (AP
Mines), Anti-Tank Mines, Teller Mines, and Flame Mines. Under Fog-of-War,
enemy mine locations are never revealed to the other player. When the
enemy moves into a hex containing a mine, or takes actions such as unloading
in a hex containing a mine, then there is a probability that the mine will be
tripped. Given units with a total stacking value of S in men-equivalent and a
maximum stacking parameter data value of M, the probability of tripping a mine
is given by:
2*S/M
The effect of a mine depends on the type of mine and what unit tripped it as
described in the following.
Booby-Traps
Booby-Traps always cause a single casualty when tripped by
Infantry and have no effect on Vehicles.

Anti-Personnel Mines
Anti-Personnel Mines cause a random casualty of between 1 and 5
men when tripped by Infantry not in Ground Mode. They cause a
single casualty when tripped by Infantry in Ground Mode. When
tripped by soft Vehicles (those with armor value less than the Hard Vehicle
parameter data value), they cause the Immobilization of the Vehicle. However,
they have no effect on hard Vehicles.
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Anti-Tank Mines
Anti-Tank Mines cannot be tripped by Infantry. When tripped by a
soft Vehicle, they cause the destruction of the Vehicle. When
tripped by a hard Vehicle, they cause the Immobilization of the
Vehicle.
Teller Mines
Teller Mines represent beach mines which have been placed as a
defense against an invasion. They are treated as an Anti-Tank Mine
in their effect. However, unlike other mines, Teller Mines are visible
and pose no threat unless they are in water hexes. When they are in water
hexes (normal or shallow), they function as a normal Anti-Tank mine.
Flame Mines
Flame Mines combine the features of Anti-Personnel and Anti-Tank
Mines. They can be tripped by either and effect both.
Artillery
Artillery units can be identified by the large
weapon unit picture with the words Towed
Gun in the display. They cannot be
moved by Infantry. When the hex they are
located in is entered by enemy units, they
become Destroyed, and cannot be fired
after that.
Horses
Certain vehicles are flagged as consisting
of Horses. This includes the Mule vehicle
type. This vehicle type has specialized
rules including the following:
• Horses cannot enter Obstacle
hexes.
•
Unlike other vehicles, Horses can
•

enter Barrier hexes.
Horses pay infantry movement costs and can thus move into hexes that
other vehicles might not be able to.
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•

Horses have an assault value equal to 4 times the number of passengers
they carry.
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Amphibious Vehicles
While all units can enter land and Shallow
hexes, only Amphibious units, Boats,
Diving units, and Hovercraft (see below)
can enter Water hexes. In the unit picture,
Amphibious units can be identified by the
tilde (~) following the movement factor.
Boats
Boats can only move through Water and
Shallow hexes. They move using the
Naval Movement Parameter Data Value
as the movement cost for each hex.

Since Infantry cannot unload in Water hexes, a special rule
is provided to allow Infantry to unload from Boats. It is
possible to unload units from a Boat or Amphibious Unit in
a Water hex provided the Boat or Amphibious Unit is
facing a non-Water hex. When the units are unloaded,
they will be placed in the non-Water hex. Note: in the
current implementation, once units have unloaded from a
Water hex, they cannot reload.
Diving Vehicles

•
•
•

Diving vehicles are similar to Amphibious
vehicles in that they can enter Water
hexes. In the unit picture, Diving units can
be identified by the hat (^) following the
movement factor. In addition, these
vehicles have the following restrictions
placed on them:
Diving vehicles cannot carry External Riders into Water hexes.
While in Water hexes, Diving vehicles cannot fire.
Fire against Diving vehicles while they are in Water hexes has no effect.
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Hovercraft
Hovercraft are similar to Boats in that they
can move through Water and Shallow
hexes. In addition, Hovercraft can move
through Marsh hexes. Hovercraft cannot
move through any other ground hexes.

Remote-Control Vehicles

Certain vehicles are classified as being Remote Control. These vehicles have
no crew and require a valid Remote Control device in order to move. The rules
that apply to the movement of Remote Control vehicles are:
• Each Remote Control device has a range. The vehicle must be within
that range to move.
• The Remote Control device must have a crew. That crew must not be
Pinned or Demoralized.
• For the vehicle to move, the Remote Control crew must have a clear
Line-of-Sight to the vehicle.
• The Remote Control crew and the vehicle must be from the same
organization in the Order-of-Battle.
If the vehicle moves beyond the range of the RC device or if it moves out of the
LOS of the controlling crew, then it cannot move any further until the crew
moves to remedy the situation. However, even if the vehicle is out of the LOS
of the crew, if it carries weapons, those weapons can be used provided it has a
valid controlling crew.
Trains
Certain vehicles are classified as being
trains. They are allowed to move only
along rail lines. Their movement is
blocked if the rail line contains a Barrier.
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Ground Conditions
There are five possible ground Conditions: Normal, Soft, Mud, Snow, and
Frozen. Normal Conditions represent dry ground and moderate temperatures.
Soft Conditions represent wet ground with moderate temperatures. Mud
Conditions represent muddy ground with moderate temperatures. Snow
Conditions represent snow-covered ground with cold temperatures. And
Frozen Conditions represent snow-covered ground with cold temperatures
sufficient to freeze streams and rivers. The Ground Conditions for a given
scenario are determined using the Scenario Editor and do not change during a
battle.
Skis
Skis allow infantry to move easier in Snow or Frozen conditions.
When there are enough skis for every man in the unit and the
conditions are Snow or Frozen, then the normal movement costs
for the unit are divided by 3. Note that this bonus only applies to
movement from one hex to another and does not affect any other
movement costs. This bonus is applied in addition to the normal
Snow movement modifier determined by the Parameter Data.
Sled Vehicles
Certain vehicles are flagged as being
Sleds (see Weapon Data Dialog under the
Help Menu). These vehicles have no
movement penalty when moving under
Snow or Frozen conditions, but cannot
move at all under any other conditions.
Tunnel Movement
Under certain circumstances, it is possible for units to move
directly from one Cave or Sewer hex to another. The two
Cave or Sewer hexes must be owned by the moving side.
The destination hex must not be occupied by the enemy and the movement
must not cause overstacking in the destination hex. Vehicles cannot use
Tunnel Movement. Pinned units can use Tunnel Movement, but become
Demoralized.
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The movement cost for Tunnel Movement is the Tunnel Move Cost Parameter
Data value times the distance in hexes between the starting and destination
hexes. If the moving unit does not have enough movement points to complete
the Tunnel Movement in a single turn, then it is not allowed.
NOTE: if the Tunnel Move Cost Parameter Data value is
zero, then no Tunnel Movement is possible in the current
scenario. This is indicated in the Terrain Box by the
notation NT following the Cave designation.
To perform Tunnel Movement, select the units to move
and right-click on the destination hex. The movement will
occur between the two hexes if it is possible, otherwise an error message will
be displayed. Tunnel Movement is not used when you move units using Dragand-Drop.
Hedgerow Effects
When normal vehicles cross Hedgerow
hex sides, they suffer increased
vulnerability. This increased vulnerability
lasts until the next turn for that side. In
addition, the affected vehicle automatically
stops in the first hex after crossing the
Hedgerow hex side and can move no
further that turn. While in this Vulnerable state, the vehicle has two effects
applied to it:
1. Fire against it is doubled in Lethality.
2. Its armor value is considered half of what it would be normally.

Some vehicles are equipped with devices that allow them to burrow through
Hedgerows. These vehicles are flagged in the Weapon Data Dialog as Has
Blade. These vehicles require their entire movement allowance to cross a
Hedgerow hexside, but are not subject to being vulnerable after doing so.
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Grappling
Grappling markers can be placed on the map using the Scenario
Editor. When placed at the bottom of Cliff hexsides, they represent
the presence of grappling hooks having been deployed at that
location and allow the movement of infantry across the Cliff hexside. For an
infantry unit to cross the Cliff hexside, two conditions must be met:
• The infantry unit must not be in Ground Mode.
• The infantry unit must not have used any Movement Points in the current
turn.
When these conditions are met, the infantry unit can cross the Cliff hexside at
a cost of its entire movement allowance.
Vehicle Smoke
Certain vehicles may be flagged in the database as having the ability to make
smoke. When this is the case, and the Smoke Limit in a scenario for a
particular side is nonzero, then it is possible to use these vehicles to lay smoke
while moving. To start the process, use the Toggle Making Smoke option of
the Command Menu. Once activated, the vehicle will create smoke as it
moves. The process is terminated using the same option. While making
smoke, movement costs for the vehicle are doubled.
Column Movement
If you hold down the Alt key while moving units, then a special column
movement feature will be used. After the units in the hex you have selected
are moved, then subsequent units in adjacent hexes will be moved along the
same path. Units are thus moved along in a column with one Team or one
vehicle in each hex, with Leaders automatically moved along with the units
they are stacked with, if they are stacked on top of the units.
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Helicopters
This section discusses the special
features that apply to Helicopters in
modern Squad Battles games.

Helicopters

Helicopters are specialized vehicles with the ability to fly. When in Ground
Mode, they are considered to be on the ground and while not in Ground Mode,
they are considered to be flying. Helicopters cannot move while on the
ground. While flying, they pay a fixed movement cost per hex based on
Parameter Data. Helicopters may have on-board weapons and may be able to
carry passengers. While flying, helicopters have an increased Line-of-Sight
ability and may also be fired upon by units that would otherwise not be able to
see the ground in the hex containing the helicopter.
Helicopters cannot land in Obstructed terrain (Terrain whose height exceeds
2 meters).
Hovering
Helicopter Hovering is an Optional Rule
intended to introduce more fidelity into the
dynamics of helicopter movement.
However, because this issue puts more
requirements on the player not directly
related to the conduct of the ground
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action, it is optional so that the player can choose to disable the effect,
resulting in simpler play.
When a helicopter is flying, it is possible for it to enter a state called Hovering.
This represents a state where the helicopter is not flying with any significant
speed, but rather remaining basically at the same location for periods of time.
When a helicopter is Hovering, fire against it is doubled in value.
The actions that cause a helicopter to become Hovering are:
• When a helicopter takes off, it becomes Hovering.
• When a helicopter changes its facing in the same hex, it becomes
Hovering.
• When a helicopter turns more than 60 degrees while moving one hex, it
becomes Hovering. That is, when a helicopter moves from its current
hex into one of the 3 hexes behind its facing direction, it becomes
Hovering.
• When a helicopter fires its weapons in such a way that the use of the
weapons exceeds the movement usage of the helicopter, it becomes
Hovering.
That is, the use of a helicopter’s weapons results in those weapons having 2/3,
1/3, or 0 of their fire ability remaining. Under the Helicopter Hovering Optional
rule, when the helicopter has more of its movement allocation remaining than it
has fire ability remaining, it is considered to be firing in place and not moving.
This results in Hovering. The effect requires a fire-move-fire-move tactic when
using helicopters.
Once a helicopter becomes Hovering, then the only way to eliminate that state
is by moving the helicopter, but in such a way that doesn’t reintroduce
Hovering by turning.
Ropes and Ladders
Helicopters can be equipped with ropes and ladders which enable them to
unload their passengers without having to land.

When a helicopter is equipped with a Ladder, then it can
unload infantry units without having to land. The cost to
unload these units is the full movement allowance of the
infantry units. It can, at the full movement cost of the units,
load infantry units without having to land.
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When a helicopter is equipped with a rope, it can unload infantry
units without having to land. The cost to unload these units is half
the movement allowance of the infantry units. However, using a
rope, it is not possible to load units without having to land.
When either ropes or ladders are used and the Hovering
Helicopters Optional Rule is in effect, the helicopter becomes
Hovering.
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Gliders and Parachutes
Gliders and Parachutes are specialized
vehicles in the game that allow you to
conduct airborne scenarios. Normally,
these vehicles and their passengers
arrive during the scenario as
reinforcements.
Gliders
Gliders are normally moved by the
player in the turn they appear in the
scenario, and then can be manually
landed by the player or automatically
landed by the program at the end of that player turn. Gliders are considered in
the air when in non-Ground Mode and on the ground when in Ground Mode.
Transitioning from non-Ground Mode to Ground Mode represents landing the
Glider. If the player does not manually land a Glider, then the program will
automatically do that at the end of the player turn.

When a Glider lands, there is a chance that it will crash. This chance is based
on different factors:
• Landing in Obstructed terrain (such as Trees or Towns) automatically
crashes the Glider.
• Landing in Water, Shallow Water, Marsh, or Swamp hexes automatically
crashes the Glider.
• If there are already units in the landing hex, then the probability of a
crash is based on the total stacking value in the hex compared with the
maximum stacking value. That is, if the hex is half full, then there is a
50% chance of a crash.
• If the Glider lands while still having Movement Points remaining, then
there is a chance the glider will crash based on the fraction of movement
points remaining. That is, if a Glider lands while still having half of its
movement allowance remaining, then there is a 50% chance it will crash.
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If the Glider lands such that it is facing a Hedge Row hexside, then there
is a 50% chance it will crash.
When a Glider crashes, then the passengers in the Glider are subject to losses
and become Demoralized.
•

Parachutes
Parachutes are considered Vehicles which
can carry passengers. They may have a
limited ability to move in the turn they
arrive. Transitioning from non-Ground
Mode to Ground Mode is considered
landing with the Parachutes. This can be
done manually by the player or
automatically by the program at the end of the player turn.
When Parachutes land, there is a chance of a bad landing that results in
losses to the passengers and their Demoralization. This occurs based on the
following:
• Landing in Obstructed terrain (such as Trees or Towns) automatically
causes a bad landing.
• Landing in Water, Shallow Water, Marsh, or Swamp hexes automatically
causes a bad landing.
• If there are already units in the landing hex, then the probability of a bad
landing is based on the total stacking value in the hex compared with the
maximum stacking value. That is, if the hex is half full, then there is a
50% chance of a bad landing.
To land units by parachute, you select the units and then:
• Use the Toggle Ground button to land the units on the ground.
• Use the Unload/Drop button to get them out of the parachutes.
Canisters
Canisters are airborne vehicles intended to
be used for carrying weapons as opposed
to Parachutes which are intended to carry
men and possibly weapons. Canisters do
not have a movement allowance and
cannot be moved in the turn they arrive.
They can be manually landed or otherwise
will be automatically landed by the program. The rules for a bad landing that
apply to Parachutes also apply to Canisters.
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In all cases, landing in a Water hex results in the total loss of all passengers
and weapons.
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Berserk Charges
Berserk Charges only apply to
certain Squad Battles games and
certain nationalities. In the case of
the Japanese, Berserk Charges are
called Banzai Charges. In the case
of the Russians, Chinese, and other
nationalities, Berserk Charges are
called Human Wave Attacks. The
following rules apply when this is the
case.
Initiating Berserk Charges
•
•
•

•
•
•

Only leaders of specified nationalities can initiate a Berserk Charge.
Berserk charges can be initiated through the Leader Menu or through the
use of the "B" hot key.
Leader must pass a Morale Check and have full movement allowance. If
they fail Morale Check, they lose their entire movement allowance for that
turn.
A leader with a Motivator weapon has 1 added to their morale for the
purpose of passing the Berserk morale check.
A leader with a Gas Mask on has 1 subtracted from their morale.
Each scenario has a specified Berserk Limit which determines the
maximum number of times that a Berserk Charge can be attempted by
the given side.

Berserk Status
•

If successful, all units in their organization within their command radius,
including themselves but excluding a unit carrying a crew-served
weapon, take Berserk status.
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•
•

Units that take Berserk status lose the states of Disrupted, Pinned, and
Demoralized, and lose On Ground mode.
At beginning of next turn by that player, Berserk units lose their Berserk
status and automatically become Disrupted.

Berserk Charge Effects
•
•
•
•
•

While in Berserk status, units cannot become Pinned or Demoralized, or
take On Ground status. They can become Disrupted.
Berserk units have twice the normal Assault value.
Berserk units do not retreat or become pinned if they lose an assault.
Berserk units have twice the normal movement allowance.
Units which are in Berserk state cannot use Tunnel or Sewer Movement.
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Firing
Firing always involves one or more
Weapon units and will also involve
either a Leader, Team, or Vehicle.
Fire is directed against a target hex
rather than individual units and will
affect all units in the target hex.
Additional information on weapons
and their capabilities can be found in
the section on Weapon Types.

How To Fire
To fire, you select one or more Weapon units. Notice that when you select a
Leader, Team, or Vehicle, the program automatically selects all Weapons
associated with that unit. After selecting the Weapon units, you toggle to Fire
Mode by either holding down the Control (Ctrl) key or by pressing the Mode
Button on the toolbar . This changes the cursor from a cross to an aiming
symbol. Finally, you right click on the target hex. This will cause all valid
selected Weapon units to fire on the target hex. If you select Weapon units
that cannot fire on the target hex, they are ignored in the firing process. During
each turn, each Weapon unit can be fired a maximum of 3 times. However,
this will be affected by how much the unit carrying the weapon moves during
the turn. Likewise, firing a weapon will reduce the ability of the unit carrying
the weapon to move.
Weapon Loads
Associated with each weapon are one or
more loads. These loads determine the firing
capabilities of the weapon. In many
instances a weapon will only have a single
load that it can use. However, some
weapons have multiple loads that can be
selected from. If you select one or more
weapons, and then invoke the Weapon Load
Dialog, either by selecting the Select Weapon Load item from the Command
Menu, or by clicking on the Select Load toolbar button, you can select the load
for each weapon with multiple loads.
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A list of all Weapons and Loads can be found in the Weapon Data Dialog
invoked from the Help Menu .
Line-of-Sight
Except for certain Indirect Fire weapons described in the section on
Weapon Types, firing at a target hex requires that there be a valid Lineof-Sight from the firing location to the target hex. To determine all hexes
visible from the current Hot Spot location, use the Visible Hexes button of the
toolbar. All hexes not visible from the current hex will be shaded. Note that
when the current hex contains a flying helicopter, then the Line-of-Sight display
is relative to the helicopter and in general will show far more hexes visible from
the helicopter than are visible from the ground.
The height of the terrain in a hex that has been Destroyed is half what it would
normally be.
Firing Over Own Units
By default, when there are units of the same side as the firing unit between the
firing unit and the target unit at the same elevation as the Line of Sight, then
there are limitations on when firing is allowed. The cases are the following:
• If the firing unit is Indirect Fire, then the firing is allowed.
• If the intermediate units are Infantry units in a Bunker or Pillbox, then
firing is allowed.
•
In all other cases, firing is not allowed. However, if the Vehicle Fire
Over Optional Rule is selected, the fire will be allowed when the firing
unit is a Vehicle and the intermediate units are On Ground Infantry.
Firing Restrictions
Under certain circumstances, there are firing restrictions that may apply to the
firing unit:
• Depending on the value set in the Parameter Data, it may not be possible
for Indirect Fire units to fire from Jungle hexes.
• Heavy weapons (those with a crew size greater than 1) cannot be fired
from Shallow Water hexes.
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Hold Fire
Using the Command Menu of the Main
Program, it is possible to set the state of
Hold Fire for weapons under your
control. While in this state, the weapons
will not fire at enemy units during the
enemy turn.

Target Restrictions
Based on their characteristics, certain weapon loads have restrictions as to the
types of targets they are effective against.
• Ground Only – these loads have no affect against flying Helicopters.
These represent loads such as those fired by tanks or artillery that have
basically no chance of hitting a flying target.
• Vehicle Only – these loads only affect Vehicle targets and Infantry targets
in Bunkers and Pillboxes. Also Infantry targets in Caves owned by the
same side as the target are affected. These loads represent armor
piercing loads that have no explosive ability of their own and thus have
no effect against infantry targets in the open. This restriction includes the
Ground Only restriction.
While you are allowed to fire against any target using these loads, they will not
have any effect on restricted targets. The loads with these limitations are
flagged as such in the Weapon Data Dialog available from the Help Menu.
Lethality and Fire Values
Each Weapon unit has Lethality, Penetration, and Range values
that can be seen by right-clicking on the unit picture. When the
weapon fires, these values are used to determine a fire value using
the following calculations. The nominal fire value of a weapon is:
L*S*E
Where L is the Lethality of the weapon, S is the Strength of the
weapon, and E is the Effectiveness of the weapon.
Note: for Single Use weapons, the strength value used in this calculation is 1
as each firing only uses one of the weapons in the unit.
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Range Effect
Range Effect applies to any non-Guided Missile weapon not capable of Indirect
Fire. If the effective range of the weapon is R and the distance from the firing
hex to the target hex is D, then the fire value is modified as follows:
• If D = 1, then the fire value is multiplied by 2.
• If D is greater than 1 but less than or equal to R / 2, then the fire value is
unchanged.
• If D is greater than R / 2, then the fire value is halved.
However, for a weapon firing using Indirect Fire with no Line-of-Sight to the
target hex, the fire value is halved.
Firing Unit Effect
The fire value of the weapon is affected by the condition of the unit doing the
firing in the following ways:
• The fire value of the weapon is multiplied by the Effectiveness of the
firing unit. For weapons on Vehicles, the Effectiveness of the Vehicle is
used in this calculation.
• If the firing unit is Disrupted or Pinned, the fire value is halved.
• If the firing unit is Demoralized, the fire value is quartered (divided by 4).
• If the Weapon unit requires a crew of strength S and the firing unit only
has a strength of C, then the fire value is multiplied by C / S.
Concealment
Concealment determines whether units can be seen by the enemy. This
depends on a number of factors including unit type, terrain, and actions the
unit has taken. When there is fire into a hex containing Concealed units, the
fire value against those units is halved.
Vehicles are never concealed and are always visible to the enemy whenever
the hex they are in is in the Line-of-Sight of an enemy unit. Any unit which has
moved or fired will become unconcealed if it is in the Line-of-Sight of an enemy
unit.
An infantry unit that does not fire or move will be concealed if the terrain in the
hex it occupies has a height of 2 meters or more.
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If the terrain in the hex has a height of 1 meter, then
concealment of infantry units is possible only when those
units are On Ground. If they fire, move, or toggle out of
On Ground mode, then they become unconcealed.
Certain weapons are classified as Detection Weapons and
can be used to reveal concealed enemy units under
certain conditions.
Because of Concealment, a unit may be in a Spotted Hex and yet not be
visible to the enemy. When you use the View/Highlight/Spotted Units
feature, the units you have that are in the Line-of-Sight of the enemy will be
highlighted. Depending on their Concealment at the time, those units may or
may not be visible to the enemy.
Target Effects
•
•
•
•

Fire against Vehicles is multiplied by the Vehicle Fire Factor Parameter
Data value.
Fire against Hovering helicopters is doubled.
Fire against Immobile Vehicles is doubled.
Fire against Teams and Leaders that are not in Ground Mode is doubled.

Basic Protection
Each target unit has a Protection value that is calculated in the following way:
• Infantry units have a nominal Protection value given by the Infantry
Protection parameter data value (see the Parameter Data Dialog under
the Help Menu).
• Vehicles have a Protection value defined by their Armor value listed in
the Weapon Data Dialog under the Help Menu.
Terrain Protection
This Protection value may be augmented by the terrain that the unit is in:
• Infantry derives the full Protection value of the terrain it is in.
• Vehicles get half benefit of the Protection value of the terrain.
• When Infantry is in the same hex as a non-wreck Vehicle, then it gets an
additional protection value equal to the Infantry Protection parameter
data value.
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Fortifications Protection
Fortifications consist of man-made improvements to a hex
that provide additional protection to units in that hex under
certain conditions. Each fortification will have an Owner
that is the side responsible for the construction of the
fortification.

Improved Positions represent foxholes and spider holes and other
minor individual fortifications that can be used by Infantry and
Vehicles.
Trenches are more significant group protection for Infantry and
Vehicles.

Bunkers represent fortifications with overhead protection. They
provide no benefit to Vehicles however.

Pillboxes represent hardened fortifications with overhead protection.
They do not benefit Vehicles.

When the target unit is the opposite side from the fortification owner and not a
vehicle, then the benefit is only half of normal. A vehicle unit gets no
protection benefit from fortifications owned by the enemy. Note: Flying
helicopters get no terrain or fortification benefit under any circumstances.
As a special rule, when two units are firing at each other from
adjacent Trench hexes where the Trench hexes have the
same fortification owner, then the protection value is half that
of normal.
When a hex contains Craters and does not contain any fortification or cave,
then infantry units get an additional protection value determined by the Crater
Protection Parameter Data value.
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Body Armor
Using the Order of Battle editor, it is possible to
assign units a protection value based on body
armor that they are wearing. When this is done,
the value assigned will show up in the info area
as the Armor value. Whenever the unit is fired
upon, this protection value is added to the default
protection value of the unit at the time.
Hull Down Vehicles
Certain scenarios will start with specified
vehicles in a Hull Down status. This
status cannot be added to a vehicle once
the scenario starts, but will be lost if the
vehicle turns or moves. When a Hull
Down vehicle is fired upon through one of
the 3 facing hexsides, then the fire value is
reduced by half.
Caves
Caves are a specialized type of fortification. Cave effects only apply
to non-Vehicle units of the owning side. When a Cave hex is
occupied by the opposing side, it has no affect on those units. The
Cave effects are:
• Non-Vehicle units of the owning side in a Cave hex are not affected by
fire from Indirect Fire units.
• Non-Vehicle units of the owning side in a Cave hex are not subject to
retreat if they lose an assault.
• Non-Vehicle units of the owning side in a Cave hex get the same
protection as that of Pillbox hexes.
Fortification Facing
By default, Bunkers, Pillboxes, and Cave hexes have no specified
facing and their effects apply equally in all directions (However, see
Cave Facing below). It is possible using the Scenario Editor to
assign a specific Facing to a Bunker, Pillbox, or Cave hex. The Facing
direction and its two adjacent directions are known as the Covered Arc of the
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fortification. The following effects occur for non-Vehicle units in Bunkers and
Pillboxes or units that benefit from a Cave:
• An affected unit in the hex is prevented from firing outside of the Covered
Arc.
• When an affected unit in a fortification hex is fired upon from a direction
outside of the Covered Arc, then the protection value of the fortification is
doubled.
• When the hex is a Cave and an affected unit is fired upon outside of the
Covered Arc from a distance greater than one, then the firing has no
effect on the affected unit.
When a fortification or Cave has an assigned facing, then
this is indicated in the Terrain Box display using the
following codes: UP = Up, UR = Up-Right, DR = DownRight, DN = Down, DL = Down-Left, UL = Up-Left.

Cave Facing
When a Cave hex does not have a facing, then default Cave Facing effects
apply as described in this section. When units that benefit from a Cave
attempt to fire such that the fire crosses an adjacent hex of higher elevation,
then the fire is blocked. This represents that the Cave prevents the units from
firing behind their position.

Likewise, when units fire from a location at a range greater than 1 where the
fire crosses a higher hex before entering a hex containing a Cave, the fire has
no effect on units that benefit from the Cave. Units in a higher adjacent hex
can fire normally at units in hexes containing Caves.
Hexside Protection
When the target unit is at least as high in Elevation as the firing unit and the
firing weapon is not Indirect Fire, then the target unit benefits from hexside
terrain features. When the fire from the firing unit to the target unit crosses a
hexside terrain feature of the target hex, then the target unit gets the Protection
value of that hexside. Also, when a unit occupies a hex containing a Stream or
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Gully, then the target unit gets the benefit of the Stream or Gully Protection
value. The Elevation of a firing helicopter is equal to the Elevation of the hex it
is in plus the Flying Height parameter data value.
Elevation Protection
When the target unit is higher in Elevation than the firing unit and the firing
weapon is not Indirect Fire, it gets an Elevation protection value. This
protection value is equal to the difference in elevation in contour levels
between the firing and target unit times the Elevation Protection parameter
data value.
Density Effect
Except when Sniper weapons are used, a Density Effect applies to the fire
value. For a given target unit, the Density Effect is calculated as:
• For Leader target units, the fire value is multiplied by 0.10.
• For Team target units, the fire value is multiplied by S / 10 where S is the
strength of the unit.
• For Vehicles, there is no Density Effect.
When the Alternate Fire Density optional rule is used, then the density factor
is never taken to be less then 0.5. For example, for a Team consisting of a
single man, the fire value is multiplied by 0.5 rather than 0.1 as it would be
normally.
Facing Effect
When a Vehicle has an armor value that is equal to or greater than the Hard
Vehicle Armor parameter data value from the Parameter Data Dialog, and the
fire on the Vehicle is not from an Indirect Fire weapon or fire from Air or
Artillery Support, then the armor value of the Vehicle is modified according to
the direction the fire is coming in:
• When the fire is coming through the forward hexside, then the armor
value is 150% of normal.
• When the fire is coming through any of the 2 left hexsides or 2 right
hexsides, then the armor value is 100% of normal.
• When the fire is coming through the rear hexside, the armor value is 75%
of normal.
When the fire splits two hexsides, the adjustment is the one less favorable to
the Vehicle.
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Infantry Protection
Given a Penetration value F of the firing unit and a final Protection value T of
an Infantry target unit, when the ratio of F / T is less than 1, it is multiplied
times the fire value of the firing unit. Ratios F / T greater than 1 have no effect
on the fire value against Infantry targets.
For example, if an Infantry target unit has a Protection value of 8 and the firing
unit has a Penetration value of 4, then the fire value is multiplied by 0.5 (= 4/8).
Vehicle Penetration
Given a Penetration value F of the firing unit and a final Protection value T of a
Vehicle target unit, the ratio F / T affects the fire value according to the
following cases:
• When the ratio F / T is less than 0.5, no fire effect occurs.
• When the ratio F / T is greater than 0.5 but less than 1.0, the fire value is
multiplied by 2 * (ratio – 0.5). Note that this gives a fire value of 0 when
the ratio is 0.5 and a nominal fire value when the ratio is 1.0.
• If the firing load is Vehicle Only (armor piercing) and the ratio F / T is
greater than 1.0 but less than 2.0, then the fire value is multiplied by 0.5 *
(ratio + 1).
• If the firing load is Vehicle Only and the ratio F / T is 2.0 or greater, then
the fire value is multiplied by 1.5.
For example, given a Vehicle target unit with a Protection value of 12, the
following modifiers would occur:
• If the Penetration value of the firing unit is 6, then no effect occurs.
• If the Penetration value of the firing unit is 9, then the fire value is
modified by 0.5.
• If the Penetration value of the firing unit is 12, then the nominal fire value
is used.
• If the firing load is Vehicle Only and the Penetration value of the firing
unit is 24, then the fire value is multiplied by 1.5
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In this diagram, the calculation of fire
value relative to the penetration ratio
is shown. The horizontal axis is the
penetration ratio F/T, the vertical axis
is the fire value modifier as a
percentage of the nominal fire value,
and the black line indicates the
calculation of that fire value modifier
as a function of the penetration ratio
for ratios less than 1. For armor
piercing loads, the blue line shows
the calculation for penetration ratios
greater than 1, while the green line
shows the calculation for all other loads.
HE Immobilization
When a non-indirect fire weapon with a lethality value greater than or
equal to 200 and a penetration value greater than or equal to 8 fires
at a non-flying vehicle not in a Water hex, there is a chance that the
vehicle will become Immobile. This chance depends on the firing effect, but is
otherwise one-quarter of the normal Immobile Probability determined by
Parameter Data.
Explosion Radius and Length
As listed in the Weapon Data Dialog, certain Loads have an Explosion Radius
or an Explosion Length. When the Load is fired, then the effects apply to all
units within the Explosion Radius, decremented for range. For a unit at range
R from the target hex and within the Explosion Radius of the Load, the effect
on the unit is only 1 / (1 + R). Thus units at a distance of 1 are affected only ½,
units at a distance of 2 are affected only 1/3, and so forth. When a Load has
an Explosion Length, then this determines a string of affected hexes along the
Strike Direction of the attack. For example, when a Load has an Explosion
Length of 3, then the target hex plus 3 additional hexes along the Strike
Direction will be affected by the attack, with each hex receiving the full effect of
the Load.
Smoke
Certain loads are identified as being Smoke loads. When fired, these result in
Smoke in the target hex. This Smoke lasts until the next turn for the side firing
the smoke, at which point it is automatically removed. Smoke has the
following effects:
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Line of Sight cannot be traced through a hex containing Smoke based on
the Smoke Height value specified in the Parameter Data Dialog.
• When firing from a hex containing Smoke, the fire value is halved.
• When firing into a hex containing Smoke, if the fire is not indirect, then
the fire value is halved.
Normal Smoke has no effect on any units in the target hex. However, certain
Smoke loads are based on White Phosphorus and will have an effect on units
in the target effect based on the Lethality and Penetration values for that load.
•

The ability to fire Smoke in a given scenario is determined by the Smoke Limit
for each side. This limit is established in the Scenario Editor.
Illumination
Certain loads are identified as being Illumination loads. When fired, these
loads illuminate all hexes within their specified radius. The illumination lasts
until the next turn for the side firing the illumination, at which point it is
automatically removed. The ability to fire Illumination in a given scenario is
determined by the Illumination Limit for each side. This limit is established in
the Scenario editor.
Mine Loads
Certain loads are identified as being Mine loads. When fired, these loads
produce an antipersonnel mine in the target hex. Under Fow-of-War, this mine
cannot be seen by either side and potentially will affect units moving through
the hex based on the normal mine rules. The ability to fire Mines in a given
scenario is determined by the Mine Limit for each side. This limit is
established in the Scenario editor.
Chemical Loads
Certain loads are identified as being Chemical loads. When fired, these loads
produce a gas cloud in the target hex. The gas cloud is persistent and will
remain in the hex in subsequent turns. Based on the Gas Spread parameter
data, it is possible for the gas cloud to spread to adjacent hexes that are no
higher in elevation than the original hex. Based on the Gas Clear parameter
data, gas will dissipate over time.
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When gas is first fired in a hex, it will Disrupt any
infantry units in the hex that do not have gas
masks on and they will automatically put on gas
masks if they have them. Units that are wearing
gas masks and any vehicles that are in gas hexes
fire at half value. Infantry units wearing gas
masks move at half value and cannot rest or
recover from Demoralization. Infantry without gas masks in gas hexes cannot
fire or recover from Disruption or Demoralization and cannot rest.
Leaders with gas masks on have a -1 rally and command modifier. Leaders
without gas masks in gas hexes cannot rally or call for support.
Units that are in hexes that contain gas cannot remove their gas masks but
may do so in other hexes using the Toggle Gas Masks option of the
Command Menu. See Weapon Types for more information about gas masks
and gas launchers.
Setup Weapons
Using the Scenario Editor, it is possible for heavy
weapons to be designated as Setup. When this
is done, then the fire of those weapons is
restricted to the three facing hex directions of the
weapon, but the fire effectiveness of the weapon
is multiplied by 3. Weapons may only be Setup in
the Scenario Editor and may not get that state
during a scenario. Weapons that have been Setup may not change their
facing. When a weapon that is Setup is moved, it loses its Setup status.
Tracer Graphics
When units fire on the map, tracers are drawn
between the firing and target locations. The
number of tracer segments drawn is an
indication of the effectiveness of the firing
relative to the nominal effectiveness of the weapon and crew:
• When there are 4 tracer segments, the effectiveness is between 75%
and 100%.
• When there are 3 tracer segments, the effectiveness is between 50%
and 75%.
• When there are 2 tracer segments, the effectiveness is between 25%
and 50%.
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• When there is 1 tracer segment, the effectiveness is below 25%.
Even though Fog-of-War prevents you from seeing enemy values, this visual
indicator can be used to determine your effectiveness at suppressing enemy
fire.
Note that the special conditions of Pinned, Disrupted, and Demoralized are not
reflected in this graphic and thus their effect would be in addition to any
indicated by the tracer fire.
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Weapon Types
This section describes various
capabilities and attributes of certain
specialized weapons.

Vehicle Weapons
When a Vehicle has on-board weapons, then these are listed immediately
following the Vehicle unit picture. Firing a Vehicle’s on-board weapons is the
same as firing weapons normally. Weapons which are on-board a Vehicle
cannot be removed and become unavailable if the Vehicle becomes a Wreck
due to combat.

Single-Use Weapons
Certain weapons are called Single-Use because their strength is
decreased by one each time they are used. When their strength
becomes zero, they are removed from the map. When a weapon
is Single-Use, its Fire value will have a minus sign (-) following it.
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Indirect Fire
Certain weapons firing certain loads are capable of firing at target
hexes not in the Line-of-Sight of the firing unit. This is known as
Indirect Fire. Weapons with this ability are indicated by an
asterisk (*) following the Fire value. Note that these same
weapons may have other loads that cannot fire Indirect. When a
weapon fires Indirect, then some scattering effect may occur that
causes the target hex to be different from the one selected. For
each 10 hexes of distance fired, the target hex can scatter up to 1 hex away
from its intended location.
In-Line Weapons
In-Line weapons are a particular type of vehicle on-board weapon
where the weapon has been mounted on the vehicle in the
direction of the vehicle facing and cannot be turned or aimed as a
normal weapon. Because of this, an In-Line weapon can only be
fired in a 60 degree angle about the direction of the vehicle facing.
An In-Line weapon has a caret (^) following its Fire value.

Surface To Air Missiles
Certain weapons are designed to be fired against aircraft targets
can cannot be effectively used against ground targets. In the
listing of Weapon Data, these weapons are flagged as Air Targets
Only. In the unit picture, these weapons are identified by an
exclamation point (!) following their Fire value.

Guided Missiles
Guided Missiles are specialized weapons that are guided to the
target by the firing unit. Guided Missiles are identified in their unit
picture by an "at" sign (@) following their fire value. There are no
range effects for Guided Missiles. They have their nominal fire
value throughout their firing range. When used with the Helicopter
Hovering Optional Rule, a flying helicopter that fires a Guided
Missile enters the state of Hovering.
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Snipers
Certain weapons are intended to be used for firing at individuals,
rather then causing casualties in groups. When a weapon is a
Sniper weapon, its Fire value will have a plus sign (+) following it.
Sniper fire has the following properties:
• Fire from Sniper weapons will affect each target unit with
the same effectiveness. Thus fire from Sniper weapons
will be particularly effective against Leaders.
• Sniper weapons are not affected by range and have their nominal fire
value in all cases.
• Sniper fire causes a check for Pinned status in the target Team
whenever the fire has an effect.
• Unless a Vehicle-Only load is being fired, a Sniper weapon has no
effect on Vehicles.
However, when the crew firing the sniper weapon is Disrupted, Pinned, or
Demoralized, then the weapon is treated as a normal weapon except for the
non-effect on Vehicles.
Specialized Anti-Tank Weapons
Certain modern weapons have a high degree of specialization as
anti-tank weapons, but are not as effective against infantry targets.
These weapons are flagged as having an increased lethality
against vehicles and targets in Bunkers and Pillboxes. When used
against such targets, the lethality of the weapon is doubled. This
feature is indicated by an ampersand (&) after the Fire value.

Commanded Mines
A Commanded Mine is an actual Weapon unit and requires
a unit of the same side as the mine to be in an adjacent
hex. This causes the Mine to be Armed. When an enemy
unit enters the hex containing the Commanded Mine,
detonation of the mine is automatic and resolution of the
effect is by the standard combat resolution of the weapon.
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Detection Devices
Detection Devices are specialized weapons that can be
used to detect the presence of the enemy outside of the
normal constraints of Line of Sight. Detection Devices are
identified in their unit picture by a "pound" sign (#) following
their fire value. Detection Devices may be "fired" either
manually by the player during their turn or automatically
during the enemy turn due to enemy movement or other
enemy actions. When fired, a Detection Device does not cause casualties, but
rather has two possible effects:
• The target hex is identified using the standard fire results graphic.
• Based on a probability using the reliability of the Detection Device and its
current effectiveness, enemy units in the target hex are revealed. For
example, if the reliability of the Detection Device is B and its
effectiveness is 75%, then there is a (5/6) * 75% chance that enemy units
in the target hex are revealed.
A Detection Device is subject to range limitations, but normally does not have
to have a Line of Sight to the target hex when fired. By default, firing a
Detection Device also reveals the hex containing the Detection Device to the
enemy.
Certain Detection Devices are Single Use, have a range of
0, and require no crew. In this case, they are activated
when enemy units enter the hex containing the device.

Other Detection Devices represent lights. Their use in detection is limited to
detecting enemy units that are in the Line of Sight of the detecting unit. They
are normally used to detect enemy units outside of the range of Visibility.

Other Detection Devices are restricted to Line-of-Sight use, but do not
generate Illumination. While they can be used to detect concealed enemy
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units, they cannot be used beyond the range of Visibility. Note that the use of
this weapon reveals the unit using the device to the enemy.

There are some Detection Devices based on Infrared technology.
These may be combined with standard loads to form hybrid
weapons capable of both detection and firing. Infrared Detection
Devices do not reveal the unit using the device when they are
used. When infrared is used to detect an enemy unit that would
otherwise not be visible, then only units and vehicles with infrared
devices can fire on the target.
Motivational Weapon
A Motivational Weapon is a Motivator weapon with a standard
picture. A Motivator weapon is denoted by three plus signs (+++)
in the unit picture. A Motivational Weapon when carried by a
Leader of the same side as the weapon provides that leader with
additional ability to lead his men. When a Leader with a Motivator
weapon attempts to Rally, 1 is added to their Quality value.

Inspirational Weapons
An Inspirational Weapon is a Motivator weapon with an
alternate (wide) picture. An Inspirational Weapon can be
carried by any unit or any leader of the same side. An
Inspirational Weapon carried by a Demoralized or Pinned unit
or any unit or leader that is On Ground has no effect however.
An Inspirational Weapon has a range of effect based on its
reliability according to A=5 hexes, B=4 hexes, ..., E=1 hex, F=0 hex (effects
only the hex it is in). A unit or leader that is carrying an Inspirational Weapon
does not go On Ground involuntarily and so is highly vulnerable to enemy fire.
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When a unit is within range and LOS of a
Inspirational Weapon carried by a valid unit or
leader, then the Morale value of that unit is
shown followed by an exclamation point (!).
Such units have 1 added to their Morale value
for the purpose of morale checks having to do
with being fired on (Pinned, Disrupted, and Demoralized) and with morale
calculations having to do with assaults if they are not Demoralized.
Suicide Weapons
Suicide Weapons cause the loss of the crew when fired. They are
by default Single Use weapons. The Fire value of a Suicide
Weapon is followed by an "X".

Demolition and Clearing Weapons
Demolition and Clearing Weapons are used to clear Barriers, Mines and
Obstacles. Firing these weapons represents using them against the Barriers,
Mines or Obstacles and is done at a range of 1. Based on the reliability of the
weapon and its type, Demolition or Clearing, its use will clear the Barrier, Mine
or Obstacle in the target hex.

Demolition Weapons such as Satchel Charges can clear:
• Barriers
• Mines
• Obstacles
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Clearing Weapons such as Bangalore Torpedoes can clear:
• Mines
• Obstacles
Demolition Weapons have additional effects in the game:
• When a Demolition Weapon is used against enemy Teams and has an
effect, then it causes a check for Pinned status.
• When a Demolition Weapon is used against an enemy vehicle, then it
causes a check for Immobile status.
• When a Demolition Weapon is used against a hex containing a bridge or
a rail line, then it is possible it will cause the bridge or rail line to be
destroyed.
Depending on the type of hex, the probability that a bridge or rail line will be
destroyed by a Demolition Weapon is as follows:
• For a Railroad Bridge, the probability is 5%.
• For a Heavy Bridge, the probability is 10%.
• For a Medium Bridge, the probability is 20%.
• For a Light Bridge or hex containing a rail line, the probability is 40%.
Any vehicles on the bridge when it is destroyed become Immobile. This is also
true for Train Vehicles in a rail line hex that becomes destroyed.
Wire Cutting
Some Clearing Weapons have a range of 0. When a unit carrying
a Clearing Weapon is in a hex containing Obstacles, you can "fire"
that weapon in the hex it is in to attempt to clear the Obstacle by
selecting the weapon and right clicking in the hex. Based on the
Quality of the weapon load, there is a probability chance that the
Obstacle will be cleared.
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Mine Detection
A Mine Detector is a specialized type of Clearing Weapon. It has
no range and requires that the unit carrying the weapon to enter
the hex containing the mines. A unit carrying a Mine Detector is
not subject to a mine attack, but any unit not carrying a Mine
Detector that moves into the hex with the unit is. Once the unit
carrying the Mine Detector moves into the hex containing the
mines, the mines become visible. When a unit carrying a Mine
Detector is in a hex containing mines, then you can "fire" that weapon in the
hex it is in to attempt to clear the mines by selecting the weapon and right
clicking in the hex. Based on the Quality of the weapon load, there is a
probability chance that the mines will be cleared.
Single-Use Smoke Weapons
A Single-Use Smoke Weapon can be used to deploy smoke during
the scenario. Since it is Single-Use, its use is not restricted by the
scenario Smoke Level and its use does not affect the scenario
Smoke Level.
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Remote-Control Demolition Weapons and IED's

Demolition weapons with a crew of 0 are fired under remote-control. They are
also referred to as IED (Improvised Explosive Devices). A non-Pinned, nonDisrupted crew with a valid remote-control device within range must exist for
these weapons to be fired. The crew must be from the same organization in
the Order of Battle as the demolition weapon. To fire a remote-control
weapon, select it and then right click in the same hex while holding down the
Control (Ctrl) key. A Remove-Control Demolition weapon is not visible to the
enemy under Fog-of-War conditions.
Gas Masks
In any scenario that uses
chemical weapons, gas masks
may be available to the units in
that scenario. If the scenario has
implicit gas masks defined in the
scenario, then all units that need
gas masks for a given side will be
able to use them. This would be the case for example in a typical World War I
scenario where all units are generally understood to have gas masks available.
In other scenarios, explicit gas masks may be available to units when carried
by those units in sufficient number to equip all men in the unit. When a unit is
wearing gas masks, this is shown either with a graphic depicting this or the
words "Gas Mask On". The hot key K can be used to toggle the wearing of
gas masks.
Gas Launchers
In any game, there may be chemical loads defined in the
database and weapons that can fire those loads. The
weapons that fire the loads may be conventional weapons,
typically indirect fire, or they may be single-use weapons.
Gas launchers will be single-use weapons carrying chemical
loads.
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Stun Weapons
Certain weapons are flagged as being "Stun Weapons".
When used, they cause Disruption of all non-Pinned or
Demoralized units in the target hex. This use is intended for
producing a non-lethal effect, typically in a hostage or
capture situation, prior to an assault.

Demoralize Weapons
Certain weapons are flagged as being
"Demoralize Weapons". They are
similar to Stun Weapons but have a
greater effect in the target hex. When
used, all non-Demoralized units in the
target hex must take a Morale Check.
If they fail and are not Berserk, they become Demoralized. Otherwise, if they
are not Pinned, they become Disrupted.
Weapons that use Timers
Certain weapons in the database are flagged as "Uses
Timer". When this is the case, then a timer value can be set
by the owning player during a scenario using the Toggle
Timer option of the Command Menu. Once set, the timer is
reduced by 1 for each player turn. When the timer reaches
0, the weapon is automatically detonated. The opposing
player can pick up the weapon and stop the timer, but
cannot reset it.
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Assaulting
Assaulting represents close
combat between the attacking and
defending forces and can only
occur between adjacent hexes.
While you can cause enemy
casualties using Firing, Assaults
are the only way you can displace
enemy units from a location and
occupy it with your own forces.

How To Assault
To assault, you first select the units you wish to attack with and then attempt to
move them into the enemy hex by any movement method including right
clicking or drag-and-drop. It costs 1/3 of the movement allowance of the
attacking unit to Assault. The Assault will be automatically resolved, casualties
computed, and if successful, the defending forces will retreat and the attacking
forces will occupy their hex.
Attacking Restrictions
Certain restrictions apply to which units are able to attack in an Assault:
• Fixed units cannot attack.
• Pinned and Demoralized units cannot attack.
• Flying helicopters cannot attack.
• For a unit to attack between two hexes, normal movement by the unit
must be possible between the two hexes.
• Units with less than 1/3 of their movement allowance remaining will not
have the 1/3 movement cost for Assaulting and cannot attack.
Assault Values
In the resolution of an Assault, the assault value of the attacking and defending
units is computed according to the following:
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•
•
•
•
•

The assault value of a Leader is the Infantry Assault parameter data
value.
The assault value of a Team is the strength of the Team times the
Infantry Assault parameter data value.
The assault value of a Weapon is the strength of the weapon times the
assault value of the weapon.
The assault value of a Vehicle is based on the armor of the vehicle and
the Vehicle Infantry parameter data value as described below.
Disrupted units have ½ normal assault value.

Vehicle Assault Value
Given a vehicle with a given armor value, the base assault value of the vehicle
is given by:
(Armor – 4) * Vehicle Infantry Value * Infantry Assault Value / Hard Vehicle
Value
For example, given a tank with an armor value of 36, a Vehicle Infantry Value
of 20, an Infantry Assault Value of 20, and a Hard Vehicle Value of 24, the
assault value of the vehicle would be: (36 – 4) * 20 * 20 / 24 = 533.3
A special case is that of Horse units. The assault value of a Horse unit is
equal to 4 times the number of passengers carried by that unit.
Note that the on-board weapons of the Vehicle also count towards the total
assault value using the calculation of Weapon assault values given above.
An Immobile vehicle has no assault value except for the assault value of its
weapons.
Attacking Assault Values
•
•

Units that are attacking uphill have 1/2 normal assault value.
Units that are attacking downhill have 2 times normal assault value.

Defending Assault Values
•
•

Defending units that are Pinned have 1/4 the normal assault value.
Defending units that are Demoralized have 1/8 the normal assault value.

The modifiers for Disrupted, Pinned, and Demoralized also apply to the
weapons of the units involved.
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Assault Morale
An aggregate morale value for the attacking and the defending units is
computed for the purposes of resolving the assault. The aggregate morale
value is the maximum morale value of all the numeric morale values of the
attacking and defending infantry and vehicle units respectively. Note that
Demoralized units, Leaders, and Weapons do not count towards this value.
Leader Morale Modification
The default morale calculation for an attacking or defending stack of units only
takes into account the infantry and vehicle units associated with that stack.
However, if there is a leader in the stack whose morale value is greater than
the morale of the infantry or vehicle units, then one is added to the morale
value.
For example, if a stack of C morale units is stacked with a B leader, then the
moral of the stack is 4+1=5. If a stack of B units is stacked with a B leader,
then there is no modification of the morale value. If a leader is stacked with
Demoralized units, then the morale of the stack is 0+1=1.
Assault Resolution
Using the assault values of the attacking and defending forces, casualties for
the attacking and defending forces is computed using the standard Combat
Results calculation. That is, given the attacking assault value and the Defend
Low and High Loss parameter data values, the losses of the defending forces
are computed. Likewise, given the defending assault value and the Attack Low
and High Loss parameter data values, the losses of the attacking forces are
computed. Losses are applied to the attacking and defending forces
respectively in a way that is on average proportional to the strength of each
unit relative to the total force. Losses to Effectiveness are double what they
would otherwise be as a result of combat.
After the assault is resolved, the number of casualties of
both attacker and defender are displayed in the defending
hex as Attacker-Losses/Defender-Losses.
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Vehicle Assault Resolution
The Vehicle Infantry parameter data value is used to determine the strength of
such Vehicles in determining proportional losses as follows:
Strength = Armor * Vehicle Infantry Value / Hard Vehicle Value
For example, given a Truck with an armor value of 4, a Vehicle Infantry Value
of 20, and a Hard Vehicle Value of 24, the strength to be used in determining
losses would be 4 * 20 / 24 = 3 (fractions dropped).
Hard Vehicle Morale Check
When units attempt to assault a hex containing a vehicle
whose armor value is as large as the Hard Vehicle Parameter
Data value, then the attacking units must undergo a morale
check. This morale check is based on half the minimum
morale value of all attacking units (fractions dropped). For
example, if the minimum morale of the attacking units is a B, then the check is
based on the value 2. In this case, the check will succeed 1/3 of the time.
When the attacking units fail this morale check, then the attacking infantry
becomes Pinned and the assault has no effect. This outcome is reported on
the map as an "X" result.
Covered Terrain
Certain terrain is classified as being Covered Terrain.
Such terrain is designated as such in the Terrain Info box
with the letter C following its name. When vehicles assault
into Covered Terrain, they are subject to a special
Immobile test as a result. The probability that the vehicle
will become Immobile is determined by the Immobile
Probability Parameter Data value.
Retreating
After assault losses are computed and applied, a determination is made of
whether the defending forces retreat. If the combat calculation results in no
defender losses, they do not retreat (Note that the actual losses may differ
from the combat calculation because of random variation in how the losses are
applied). Defending forces that have a non-Wrecked Vehicle with them do not
retreat. Otherwise, two random Die Rolls are made. If the first Die Roll is less
than or equal to the morale value of the defending units or the second Die Roll
is greater than the morale value of the attacking units, then the retreat does not
occur. Retreating defenders automatically become Demoralized. Crew-served
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weapons are only retreated if they have sufficient crew to carry them,
otherwise they are left in the defending hex.
Demoralized defending units that have no valid way to retreat are eliminated
and considered to have surrendered. This does not apply to Japanese units
however.
If the defending forces do not retreat, then the attacking infantry units that
aren’t Demoralized are automatically Pinned.
Armor Assault Modifier
When vehicles attack infantry in Clear hexes, then there is possible modifier to
the morale of the defenders for the purpose of determining retreat. Given a
maximum armor value of all attacking vehicles of A, there is a decrease in the
morale of the defenders of A/12. For example, if a tank with armor 13 attacks
infantry in a Clear hex, then the morale of the defenders is reduced by 1 when
determining if they retreat.
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Support
Support is one of three types: air
support, artillery support, and
helicopter support. In any
particular scenario, these may or
may not be available for a given
side. When they are available,
their use by the supported side
requires the involvement of a
Leader or Vehicle and the use of a
Radio unless the support is defined
to be random (see below).
Calling Support
There are two ways of calling Support. In
the first way, you must first select a Leader
and that Leader must be in the same hex as
a Radio. The Leader must have 1/3 of his
movement allowance remaining. You then
select the Air/Artillery Support menu item
in the Leader Menu , or you click on the
Support Button
in the toolbar . Alternatively, if you know there is a single
Leader and Radio pair on the map, then you can simply invoke Air/Artillery
Support or the Support Button and the Leader will automatically be selected
and the map scrolled to his location.

In the second way of calling Support, you must select a Vehicle unit that has
an on-board Radio. Having done this, you then select the Air/Artillery Support
menu item or Support Button as before.
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The Support Dialog
The Support Dialog allows you to see
what support is available and to
make decisions on calling and
targetting the support. Bringing in
support is a two-step process. You
must first Call the support by
selecting an entry in the Support
Dialog and clicking on the Call
button. After this is done, there will be a variable turn delay before the support
becomes available. The minimum delay in turns and the maximum delay in
turns is listed with the entry.
After you call for support, you must wait for it to become available. During this
time, you can reinvoke the Support Dialog and Cancel a call for support by
selecting the called support and clicking the Cancel button.
When the called support becomes available, you will
receive a message at the beginning of the turn.
Anytime during the turn you need to invoke the
Support Dialog through the Air/Artillery Support menu
item or the Support Button. You then select an
available support entry in the dialog and click the
Target button to choose the target hex.
Air Support
If the targetted support is air support,
then you will see a picture of the air
unit available and listings of the
available weapons and loads
associated with this unit. Also you will
see a yellow facing arrow indicating
the direction the strike will come from.
This is important if you are targetting
a weapon such as Napalm that will
strike multiple hexes along the
direction of the strike. You right click
on the map on the desired target hex to invoke the strike. Note: it is not
possible for enemy units to fire at the air strike.
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Artillery Support
If the targetted support is artillery, then
you will see a picture of the artillery
unit and listings of the available loads
associated with this unit. In general,
the fire from the artillery unit will strike
multiple hexes about the target hex.
You right click on the map on the
desired target hex to invoke the fire
mission.

Helicopter Support
By default, you include helicopter
gunship support in a scenario as
normal units which are then moved
and fired as units. An alternative
method of representing helicopter
gunship support in the game is for
these units to be portrayed as support
elements. When this is done, gunship
attacks are called by radio and
targetted as you would an air support
mission.
Direct Fire Aircraft Support
Certain aircraft are flagged as being Direct Fire in the vehicle database.
Attacks by these aircraft are not subject to Scatter as described below.
Furthermore, when they attack vehicles, the armor value used to resolve the
attack is 1/2 the nominal armor value of the vehicle, reflecting that the attack
occurs from above.
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Scatter
Except for Helicopter and Direct Fire Aircraft Support, when support is
targeted, then there are several scatter effects that are applied to arrive at the
ultimate hexes receiving the support attack:
• Based on the Quality of the Leader invoking the support, there is a
scatter distance based on the association A => 0 hexes, B => up to 1
hex, C => up to 2 hexes, D => up to 3 hexes, E => up to 4 hexes, and F
=> up to 5 hexes.
• If there is no Line-Of-Sight from the Leader to the target hex, then the
scatter distance is increased by 5 hexes.
• If the support is Artillery, there is a scatter of up to 2 hexes from the
target hex for each attack. No such scatter is applied for Air Support.
• Based on the Quality of the support unit, an additional scatter distance
from the target hex is applied to each attack based on the same
association as for Leaders (A => 0, B => 1, etc).
If a support unit is available for multiple missions, then it becomes available in
the next turn for another attack. Otherwise, once the mission count of the
support unit reaches 0, it is no longer available for the duration of the scenario.
A support attack can affect friendly units just as well as the enemy through
either scatter or the explosive radius of the weapon invoked.
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Setup Radios
Using the Scenario Editor, it is possible to designate specific
radios in a given scenario as being Setup (see the
Command Menu section of the Scenario Editor manual).
When support is targeted using a radio that is Setup, then
there is no scatter associated with not having a Line-OfSight to the target hex. Other sources of scatter still apply.
If a Setup radio is moved, then it loses its Setup status.
Rolling Barrages
Certain games in the Squad Battle series support Rolling Barrages, normally
associated with the World War I time period. When Rolling Barrages are
associated with a scenario, they will not be under the direct control of the
player but rather be automatically invoked by the main program. A Rolling
Barrage has a start and stop time specified. It also has a start and end line
that are used to determine where the barrage starts, how it advances, and how
fast it advances. A player can view the Rolling Barrages associated with the
current scenario using the Rolling Barrages selection of the Info Menu.

The Rolling Barrage dialog shows each barrage as a separate entry. The
entries contain:
• The side of the barrage.
• The starting and ending date of the barrage.
• The start and end line of the barrage. The aim points for the barrage will
start along the start line and advance until they arrive at the end line at
the end date.
• The number and count values associated with the barrage. In this
example, there will be 10 firings of the weapon in 3 groups each time the
barrage is performed.
• The weapon associated with the barrage.
Random Support
In certain scenarios, support can be defined to be random. When this is the
case, the support is not under the control of the player but rather appears
randomly during the turn and the attacks made on enemy units by that support
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is also random. This feature is mainly to represent uncontrolled air support
which would not be under radio control from the ground but rather just picking
targets of opportunity from the air.
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Leaders
Leaders provide three important functions in the
game: recovery from Disruption, Morale
recovery, and calling in support. While Leaders
can carry and use weapons, this is secondary to
their primary responsibilities.

Command Radius
Based on their command level, each Leader is given a Command Radius
which is used to determine the results of command functions performed by that
Leader. The Command Radius is based on the organization commanded by
the Leader:
• Platoon Leaders have a Command Radius of 1.
• Company Leaders have a Command Radius of 3.
• Battalion Leaders have a Command Radius of 9.
• Regiment Leaders have a Command Radius of 27.
• Brigade Leaders have a Command Radius of 54.
• Division Leaders have a Command Radius of 71.
Disruption Recovery
Recovery from Disruption is an automatic function performed by Leaders and
does not require any intervention by the player. The process for determining
recovery from Disruption is based on two steps:
• For each Leader, a Command Test is performed on that Leader.
• For each Disrupted unit, a Recovery Test is performed.
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Command Test
In the Command Test, each Leader is given a numeric
value corresponding to their Quality with A=6, B=5, and so
forth. If the Leader has a Superior Officer and that Officer
has passed their Command Test, then a test is performed to
see if the Leader benefits from that. Given a distance D
from the Leader to the Superior Officer and a Command
Radius R for the Superior Officer, if a random number
between 0 and 1 is less than:
R / (R + D)
then the Leader has 1 added to their numeric value. After determining the
Leaders numeric value, the Leader passes their Command Test if a random
die roll is less than the numeric value. A Leader that fails their Command Test
will have their name displayed in Yellow in the Unit List.
Example: Suppose Lt Smith is in charge of a platoon in Capt. Jones’ company.
Suppose that the Quality rating of Lt Smith is "C", the Quality rating of Capt.
Jones is "B", and that the distance from Smith to Jones on the map is 3 hexes..
The Command Test applied to Capt. Jones results in him passing with a
probability of 5/6. The nominal numeric value of Smith is 4 and thus there is a
nominal probability that he will pass his Command Test of 4/6. However, if
Jones passes his test, then there is a probability of ½ (= 3 / (3 + 3)) that Jones
will pass along a +1 modifier to Lt. Smith. If this happens, then the probability
that Smith will pass his Command Test is raised to 5/6.
Heroic Leaders
It is possible for Leaders to have a Quality of A+. This
represents a Heroic status for this leader. In all cases
where the Quality of the Leader is involved, a numeric value
of 7 is used for this leader.

Quality Modifiers
The nominal Quality value of a leader is modified for the purpose of Rally and
Berserk Charges as follows:
• Leaders carrying a Motivator have 1 added to their Quality value.
• Leaders wearing a Gas Mask have 1 subtracted from their Quality value.
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Recovery Test
Next, for each Disrupted unit, a test is performed
to determine if they recover. If the unit has no
Leader on the map, then the unit undisrupts if a
random die roll is equal to 1. Otherwise, suppose
the Leader is at a distance D from the unit and
has a numeric Quality value of Q. If the Leader
has failed their Command Test, the Quality value
is halved, dropping fractions. The unit undisrupts if a random die roll is less
than or equal to:
1 + Q / (1 + D)
Example: Suppose a Disrupted platoon is at a distance of 1 hex from their
Leader Lt. Smith, who is a B Leader that has failed his Command Test.
Although the number rating of a B Leader is 5, because of the Command Test
failure, the rating is only 2 for this test. The unit undisrupts if a random die roll
is less than or equal to:
1+2/2=2
Had Smith passed his Command Test, then the die roll limit would be
increased to:
1+5/2=3
Finally, if the platoon was in the same hex as Smith, the die roll limit would be
increased to:
1+5/1=6
Pinned Recovery
A unit can recover from being Pinned in one of
two ways, either automatically or through Rally. If
a Pinned unit is not fired upon for an entire turn,
then it becomes unpinned at the beginning of its
next turn and automatically becomes Disrupted.
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Demoralized Recovery
A unit can recover from being Demoralized in one
of two ways, either automatically or through Rally.
If a Demoralized unit is not fired upon for an
entire turn, then at the beginning of its next turn, if
a random die roll is 1, it becomes undemoralized
and automatically becomes Disrupted.

Rally
In addition to the automatic forms of recovery from Pinned and
Demoralized, a Leader can attempt to rally units and remove these
states. To attempt a Rally, the Leader must be in the same hex with the
Pinned and Demoralized units. Each Rally attempt costs 1/3 of the Leader’s
movement allowance and thus the Leader must have 1/3 of his movement
allowance remaining in order to attempt a Rally.
The Leader must be selected, and then the Rally toolbar button, or the Rally
menu item under the Leader Menu is invoked. For each Pinned or
Demoralized unit in the same hex as the Leader, the following test is
performed. If the unit is under the command of the Leader, either immediate or
though the chain of command, and a random Die Roll is less than the numeric
Quality value of the Leader, then the unit is Rallied. Other units not under the
command of the Leader Rally on a Die Roll of 1. When Rallied, Pinned units
become unpinned and Demoralized units become undemoralized. However,
in both cases, the units are Disrupted.
Political Leaders
Certain Leaders are designated in the Order of Battle as Political Leaders
and show up with a Morale rating of "X". The standard rules for Leaders are
modified for Political Leaders in the following ways:
• Political Leaders have a nominal Quality rating of C which can be
modified by Motivators and wearing Gas Masks as described above.
• A Political Leader cannot rally Demoralized units. When a Political
Leader attempts to rally Pinned units and fails, the units become
Demoralized.
• When a Political Leader attempts to initiate a Berserk Charge and fails,
then all units eligible for that charge become Demoralized.
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•

A Political Leader cannot affect the Command Test for other leaders nor
can they cause units to become Undisrupted.
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Effectiveness
Effectiveness is a percentage value
that reflects the status of both Men,
Vehicles, and Weapons. The
Effectiveness of Weapons is affected
by their use in combat, while the
Effectiveness of Men and Vehicles is
affected by being in combat. In
general, Effectiveness begins at
100% and decreases during a battle.
Effectiveness in general represents
several factors affecting the fighting ability of units including wounding and
fatigue for men and jamming, fouling, and loss of ammo for weapons. In
scenarios where a non-zero Rest Parameter Data value has been specified, it
is possible to recover effectiveness (see below).
Effectiveness Values
In the Unit List, the Effectiveness of
certain units is shown as the Status
value. The Effectiveness of individual
Weapons is shown as a single
percentage value.
Certain rules apply to Effectiveness:
• Effectiveness values cannot drop below 25%.
• Team units at 50% Effectiveness or lower may become Demoralized as a
result of combat.
When a Leader, Team, or Vehicle is fired upon or involved in an assault, its
Effectiveness is modified according to the Effectiveness loss calculation
described in the section on Combat Results.
Reliability
Each Weapon is assigned a Reliability value that is used to
determine loss of Effectiveness during the battle. These Reliability
values are displayed when you right click on a Weapon unit in the
Unit List.
When a Weapon is fired, its Effectiveness is lowered based on the
Reliability of the Weapon. The new Effectiveness value of the
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Weapon is a certain random percentage of the previous Effectiveness value
using the following percentages:
• Reliability X => Effectiveness does not degrade.
• Reliability A => Between 98% and 100% of previous Effectiveness.
• Reliability B => Between 95% and 100% of previous Effectiveness.
• Reliability C => Between 90% and 100% of previous Effectiveness.
• Reliability D => Between 85% and 100% of previous Effectiveness.
• Reliability E => Between 80% and 100% of previous Effectiveness.
• Reliability F => Between 70% and 100% of previous Effectiveness.
When a Weapon is dropped as a result of combat, then its Effectiveness is
lowered in one of two ways. For Single Use weapons, the new Effectiveness
is 75% of the previous Effectiveness. For other weapons, the new
Effectiveness is 50% of the previous Effectiveness.
Morale
For certain calculations, the numeric Morale value of a unit is used. The
Morale value of a unit is calculated according to the following factors:
• The nominal Morale value of a unit is equal to the numeric Quality value
of the unit where A=6, B=5, C=4, D=3, E=2, and F=1.
• If the Effectiveness of the unit is greater than 50% but less than or equal
to 75%, then subtract 1.
• If the Effectiveness of the unit is less than or equal to 50%, then subtract
2.
• If the unit is Disrupted, then subtract 1.
• If the unit is Pinned, then subtract 2.
• If the unit is Demoralized, the Morale value is 0.
Regardless of this calculation, Morale values are never less than 0.
The current Morale value of a unit is displayed in
the Unit List. When the current Morale value of a
unit is one less than its nominal Morale value
(Quality), then the Morale value is displayed in
Yellow. When the current Morale value is two or
more less than its nominal value, then the Morale
value is displayed in Red.
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Rest
There are Rest Parameter Data Values defined for each scenario per side. If a
rest value is nonzero, then it is possible for units of that side to recover
effectiveness during the scenario. To be eligible for recovery, the unit must not
have moved, fired, or assaulted that turn, nor can it have been fired upon. For
each turn that a unit is eligible, it can recover an average effectiveness value
equal to the rest value. When a unit is eligible for rest, then the effectiveness
recovery also applies to all weapons carried by that unit. Vehicles cannot
recover effectiveness.
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Combat Results
A common combat results calculation
is used for both fire and assault
results. The combat results
calculation is based on three
parameters: a combat value, a Low
Combat Value (LCV) and a High
Combat Value (HCV). For fire
combat, the combat value is the
adjusted fire value of the firing units.
For assault combat, the combat value
is the adjusted strength of the opposing side. The given modifiers are applied
to the given combat value to arrive at the effective combat value. The Low
Combat Value and High Combat Value are the extreme possible casualties
resulting from a base-line combat value of 10000. The effective combat value
is used to scale these accordingly resulting in low and high possible casualties.
Finally a random value is selected between the low and high casualty values to
arrive at the final combat result.
For example, suppose that a fire calculation used a combat value of 400, a
Low Combat Value of 6 and a High Combat Value of 60. The combat value of
400 would be 4% of the base-line combat value of 10000. Thus the low
casualty value would be 0.24 (= 6 * 4%) and the high casualty value would be
2.4 (= 60 * 4%). The resulting casualty value would be randomly generated
between 0.24 and 2.4 for this combat. Finally, based on the fractional part of
the casualty value, it is randomly rounded up or down. For example, if the
casualty value was calculated to be 1.7, then 30% of the time this is rounded
down to 1 and 70% of the time is rounded up to 2.
Combat Losses and Vehicle Kills
Combat losses applied to Teams and
Leaders results in the loss of men equal to
the combat result. A nonzero combat loss
applied to a Vehicle, taking into account
the Vehicle Fire Factor Parameter Data
value, results in a kill.
Naval vehicles that are not Amphibious have a modified procedure applied to
them for the purpose of determining kills (that is, sinking). Non-amphibious
naval vehicles are considered sunk when their Effectiveness drops to 50%.
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When vehicles participate in Assaults, then they are vulnerable to loss when
the opposing force has infantry units. The nominal assault combat loss against
them is further divided by 2 in addition to the adjustment by the Vehicle Fire
Factor Parameter Data value to determine if the vehicle is killed. Further, a
factor of
Hard Vehicle Value / Armor
is applied to the nominal assault losses to determine the specific loss to a
vehicle.
Effectiveness Losses
Effectiveness losses are calculated using the standard combat calculation, but
scaled by a factor of 5. Thus, if the normal combat value is 400, then the
resulting loss of Effectiveness is calculated using a combat value of 2000 (=
400 * 5). Otherwise, the standard procedure is used. For example, with a
nominal combat value of 400, the calculation would result in a loss of
Effectiveness between 1.2 and 12.
For vehicles, the Effectiveness loss is based on a combat value that is 10
times the adjusted combat value. That is, if the combat value calculation
above results in an adjusted combat value of 2000, then for the purpose of
determining the Effectiveness loss of a vehicle, the combat value is further
multiplied by 10.
Pinned, Disrupted, and Demoralized
When the following conditions are met, an additional procedure is performed
on the target unit:
• The target unit is a Team.
• The target unit suffered a loss of Effectiveness.
• The target unit suffered a strength loss, or a random die roll results in a
roll of 1. That is, the procedure is performed randomly 1/6 of the time
even when the target unit does not suffer a strength loss.
The additional procedure applies the following:
• If the target unit is not already Pinned or Demoralized, it becomes
Disrupted.
• A die roll is compared with the numeric Morale value of the unit. If the die
roll exceeds this value, then an additional effect is applied to the target
unit.
Under this additional effect, the following applies:
• If the target unit is Pinned and the Effectiveness of the unit is 50% or
lower, then the unit becomes Demoralized.
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•
•

Otherwise, if the target unit is not Demoralized, it losses any Disruption
and becomes Pinned.
In any event, the target unit goes to Ground Mode.

When the optional rules Optional Fire Results or Optional Assault Results
are selected (see the Main Program Help File), then the resulting casualty
value is based on the average of two default casualty calculations. This
produces values that are more likely to be in the midrange of the casualty
interval rather than uniformly distributed.
When the Quality Loss Modifier optional rule is selected, then the casualty
and effectiveness losses suffered by infantry, both Teams and Leaders, is
affected by a factor that depends on the quality of the unit:
• Units of Quality A have their losses modified by 0.5.
• Units of Quality B have their losses modified by 0.75.
• Units of Quality C have no change to their losses.
• Units of Quality D have their losses modified by 1.3.
• Units of Quality E have their losses modified by 1.6.
• Units of Quality F have their losses modified by 2.0
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The Campaign Game
The Campaign Game consists
of a number of campaigns, each
one representing a number of
scenarios based on a common
character. You start and resume
campaign games using the
Campaign Game front-end, which
is run from the game program
group (found under
Start/Programs).

The Campaign Game front-end
will prompt you to start or resume
your campaign game. Each
campaign game is saved as a file
with the extension cpf. You can
play a Campaign Game either
against the computer or via PBEM
with a human opponent taking the
opposing side. When you play via
PBEM, then you need only send
your opponent the cpf file as this
contains everything associated
with the campaign.
Each campaign is associated with
a particular character. You will
play the role of that character in
the scenarios. Each campaign
consists of a variable number of
scenarios which are played
sequentially to form the campaign.
You can start a campaign in the
middle of this sequence if you like,
in which case you will only play the
scenarios from that point forward
in the campaign.
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As you progress through the campaign, the outcome of each scenario is
tracked according to the victory level resulting from that scenario. If you
should become a casualty in any of the battles of the campaign, the campaign
game is terminated at that point. While it is not possible to resurrect a
campaign character, you can start a new campaign and select a starting
situation in the middle of the list of scenarios rather than at the beginning.
In addition to the victory level of each scenario, the campaign tracks the
Leader Action Points (LAP) associated with each battle. You can acquire
Leader Action Points by involving your campaign character in the following
actions:
• For each unit that you successfully rally during the scenario, you acquire
1 LAP.
• Each time that you are in a hex that takes casualties from enemy fire (or
in the blast radius of enemy fire that causes casualties), you acquire 1
LAP.
• Each time you call Support that results in enemy casualties, you acquire
1 LAP.
• Each time you participate in an assault which takes the defending hex,
you acquire 3 LAP’s.
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Network Play
This section describes the details associated with multi-player Network Play.
Microsoft’s Direct Play is used for this purpose. The TCP/IP protocol is used to
connect the computers being used. If you are using a firewall to connect to the
Internet, you must configure it before you can connect using Direct Play.
Information on how to do this can be found in this Microsoft technical article:
DirectX: Ports Required to Play on a Network.

The Player Dialog is displayed so that each player can specify their name and
to specify if they want to be on the same side as the Host player or the
opposing side.
The Caller will be prompted to enter the
IP Address of the Host computer. The
Host player must determine their IP
Address and communicate this to the
other players.

One way for the Host player to determine their IP Address is to perform the
following steps:
•
Click on Start, then Run, and enter cmd.
•
In the window that opens, enter ipconfig.
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Once a connection has been
established, the Comm Dialog will
appear and allow both players to
communicate with each other. You
can type messages in the area at the
bottom of the Comm Dialog and press
Return to send them. All messages
are displayed in the top area of the
Comm Dialog prefaced by the name
of the player sending the message. In
Multi-Player Network Play games, you can limit the sending of the message to
players of your side, by selecting the option at the bottom of the Comm Dialog.
If you are the first Caller of the opposing
side, you will be prompted to specify an
Encryption Key to be used to encrypt the
battle file on the Host computer. This
encryption will prevent your opponent
from trying to access the battle file in
your absence. Be sure to remember
your Encryption Key and specify it exactly the next time you open an existing
battle or else a read error will occur. If you trust your opponent, it is OK to
leave the Encryption Key blank.
Multi-Player
In general, both sides of a Network game can have more than one person
assigned to them. The Host player and the first player to connect playing the
opposing side, will be the Commander for their respective sides. By default,
the Commanders control all units for their side. Additional players on each
side can be assigned commands by the Commander. Each player can only
move and fire units under their command. The Multi-Player Dialog described
in the Main Program Help File describes the actions used to assign commands
to players and to manage Multi-Player features.
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Play By E-Mail
This section describes the details associated with Play-By-E-Mail (PBEM).
PBEM is initiated either from the File Selection Dialog or through the Play-ByE-Mail option of the Mode Menu (see the Main Program Help File ).
When a game is started under the
PBEM option, the player starting the
battle will be prompted with the New
Scenario Dialog (see the Main
Program Help File ) to select the side
they wish to play, the Fog of War
option, and Optional Rules. When control of the game passes to the opposing
player, the main program will save the PBEM game in a file with extension bte
and notify the player that the file can now be E-mailed to their opponent. The
player should send the bte file either Zipped up or as an attachment in an Email.
When the other player receives the E-mail, it is essential that they copy the
bte file into the appropriate game folder. By default, this game folder is based
on the name of the game such as "C:\John Tiller Software\Vietnam", but this
can be changed during installation. Once the bte is copied, you can start
PBEM mode either from the File Selection Dialog (see the Main Program Help
File ), or through the PBEM option of the Mode Menu (see the Main Program
Help File ).
When you open the PBEM file, you
will be prompted to view the battle
replay. If you notice that the replay is
not for the opposing side, you have
opened your own PBEM file in error
and should immediately select
Cancel. Otherwise, you can select Yes or No to either view the replay or
advance directly to your turn. Pressing the Escape (Esc) key will terminate the
replay.
When a PBEM battle is saved with the
PBEM Encryption Option enabled (see
the Settings Menu in the Main Program
Help File ) or if the file has already been
encrypted by the opposing player, then
you will be prompted for an Encryption
Key. On subsequent turns, the identical
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key must be entered by you in order to read the file. Note that a PBEM battle
can be encrypted even after play has begun, but once encrypted, it cannot be
converted back into an un-encrypted form.
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Tactics
The following are some notes on
tactics in the game that should help
the player with their skills.
Avoid Attacking In Non-Ground
Mode
While Ground Mode represents
being close to the ground or
crawling, non-Ground Mode
represents a more upright position
and thus more vulnerable to fire. To
avoid excessive casualties, you
should ensure that your units take advantage of Ground Mode even though
this will reduce their movement ability. When the risk is sufficiently low, you
can use non-Ground Mode for short rushes or advances.
Avoid Exposing Vehicles To Fire
You should appreciate that at the scale of the game, many distances are only
a few hundred meters or less when you are engaging the enemy. Likewise,
both sides in this conflict have efficient anti-tank weapons that are effective in
these ranges. In the case of helicopters, they are very vulnerable to ground
fire at short range and you should avoid both exposing them to short range
ground fire and also be wary of Hovering. For armor, you should be aware that
the anti-tank weapons of the enemy will give them an effective defense against
your attacks.
Study The Terrain Carefully
The key to avoiding excessive casualties is through the fundamental concept
of Protection . Terrain can provide you with significant additional Protection
values if you use it correctly. Pay attention to terrain Protection values and
Line-of-Sight issues in each scenario and you will do a better job in avoiding
excessive casualties.
Be Careful When Deciding To Assault
Since the process of Assaulting in the game is so simple, you may be tempted
to attempt this tactic in unwise situations. As the attacker, you need to
understand that you are at a disadvantage because of the way Assault Combat
Result calculations are structured. If you don’t assess the situation carefully,
you will find that you attempt an inordinate number of unsuccessful Assaults
and incur excessive casualties as a result.
Your First Priority Is Achieving Fire Superiority
When you begin a battle, you may be tempted to quickly attempt to take
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Objectives to get the points you need to win. However, these Objectives will
almost certainly be defended and the reduction of that defense is your first
task. You accomplish that task by achieving fire superiority over the enemy at
a given location and using that fire to reduce the defenses. At that point,
Assaults may be necessary to occupy those defenses and acquire the
Objective. When Support is available to you, you may need to pace your
advance to give yourself time to bring that Support into play in the battle.
Avoid Hovering With Your Helicopters
In the Hovering state, you will have increased vulnerability to ground fire.
Under the Helicopter Hovering Optional Rule, to avoid Hovering, you must not
fire multiple times from the same location without moving between firings. That
is, the proper tactic for Helicopters is to fire, move, fire, move, etc. If you do
this properly, then you will avoid invoking the Hovering state.
Don’t Bunch Up With Your Ground Forces
There are a couple of good reasons for dispersing your ground forces. First of
all, if you are the target of indirect fire, then many times the weapons firing at
you will have a blast radius that will affect all units within that distance from the
target hex. Thus, indirect fire against units that are in close proximity to each
other will be more effective. Secondly, you should avoid stacking too many
forces in a single hex. The calculation of combat losses will result in this
causing you losses higher than you would get if you are dispersed in separate
hexes. In general, higher stacking in a single hex is only an advantage if you
intend to assault and then it gives you a potential strength advantage over the
defending hex.
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Design Notes
This section contains information
having to do with the design of the
game that may help explain various
aspects of it.
I’ve noticed that in the Vietnam
scenarios, you don’t have the
actual leader or organization
names in the order of battle. Why
is that?
Unlike wars like the Revolutionary
War or to a certain extent World War II, the Vietnam War is very much in the
memory of those that served and their families. Because of the scale of the
game, individual leaders are identified and each is rated. It was felt that
drawing attention to actual individuals in this way might be unappreciated by
those individuals or their families. So a design decision was made early on in
the development of this game not to use actual names for either leaders or
organizations. This is further explained in the section on Vietnam Leader
Names.
I don’t understand the ranges you’re using in the game. I have
information on most of the weapons you have and just about in all cases,
your ranges are far less than the stated maximum.
The ranges used in the game are always maximum effective range, not
maximum absolute range. The key issue is that each weapon is rated in the
game according to the maximum range it could effectively be used. This
information is less objective than simple maximum range and it is hard to
determine this in any mathematical manner. The ranges used in the game
were determined by an ex-Major in the Army who has fired several of these
weapons and has a pretty good idea what different ranges represent. For
example, there are at least 3 ranges you can assign to the M-16 rifle: its
absolute maximum range, its maximum effective range on a firing range by a
skilled rifleman, and its effective range in combat, the shortest of the three. It
is that maximum effective combat range, the furthest distance you would
expect the weapon to be effective and the maximum you would expect it to be
utilized in combat, that is used in the game.
OK, but I don’t understand your movement allowances either. Each of
the vehicles in the game has a documented maximum speed. Why aren’t
you using that to determine movement allowance?
The maximum speed of a vehicle is actually of minor importance in
determining the movement allowance of a vehicle in the game. While each of
these vehicles under test conditions can be rated with a given maximum
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speed, the actual speed that vehicle will have under combat conditions is far
different. In general, no vehicle in combat will attain its maximum speed
except in rare instances. The biggest influence here is that of confusion: units
in combat spend a significant amount of time determining their course of action
and communicating with other units, which significantly degrades the speed of
vehicles in that unit. Likewise, driving a ground vehicle at maximum speed on
the battlefield makes the vehicle more vulnerable to sudden and unexpected
attack and isn’t something that would normally be done. The movement
allowances in the game are assigned in such a way that vehicles can
reasonably perform their tactical mission and is for the most part independent
of any rated speed.
But what about your armor ratings? I’ve got books on the tanks in this
game and I can’t resolve that data with the numbers you use in the game.
The armor value used in the game is intended to be a rough average of the
armor values of the vehicle, taken as front, side, and rear. Given the simple
penetration calculations in the game, there is no point in making these values
more accurate, as this would only compel the introduction of higher fidelity
penetration calculations, which would detract from the main purpose of the
game: small unit tactics. Given that intention, the armor values in the game
are sufficient.
In addition, your penetration values for shaped charge weapons are way
too low.
Reconciling the rated penetration of shaped charge weapons in the context of
this game is an imprecise issue. While a shaped charge weapon may have a
rated ability to penetrate a flat vertical sheet of metal under test conditions, the
resulting effective penetration in practice will differ. Again, there are so many
issues relating to the effective penetration of shaped charge weapons that
introducing a precise calculation into the game for this purpose is false
accuracy. Finally, there is a strong distinction with respect to shaped charge
weapons having to do with simple penetration vs. effective penetration. By
effective penetration, I mean penetration that has a significant adverse affect
on the condition of the vehicle or crew. In many cases, penetration by a
shaped charge weapon results in a hole, but one that doesn’t prevent the
vehicle from continuing its actions. So the penetration values of shaped
charge weapons is discounted in the game to arrive at values that better reflect
the true effectiveness of the weapon under combat conditions.
If I can Rally units that are Pinned or Demoralized, how come I can’t Rally
units that are Disrupted?
In the game, the states of Pinned and Demoralized are intended to represent
failures of Morale of the units involved to one degree or other. As such, these
are things that a Leader can resolve through the Rally effort. However, the
state of Disruption is really more of a command failure or a state of confusion.
It represents an uncertainty about the situation and future course of action. As
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such, it is not something that is addressable through Leader Rally, but rather is
addressed through the implicit command feature of Leaders.
Where are all the missing radios? Every leader should have a radio with
him.
Radios are only included in a scenario when they are required to allow a
Leader to call in for support. The other functions that a radio provides
including inter-unit communication and communication with higher command,
are really implicit in the structure of the game and the role of the player in the
game. While there may be some additional features that the inclusion of
numerous radios would provide in the game, the primary goal in the design
was in playability.
There should be more support in the scenarios. Attacks were not
ordered unless there was support for the mission.
Most scenarios in the game are designed to start at the conclusion of whatever
support might be provided as preparation for the attack. It is felt that sitting
through several turns of artillery or air attacks is only interesting in a secondary
manner to the attack itself. When support is provided in a scenario, it is
intended to represent more tactical support than mission support. In this same
vein, no naval or heavy bomber support has been created for the game as this
would be outside the scope of most every scenario.
I was attacking with a Cobra helicopter when it went into a Hovering
state. That’s not right, Cobras in Vietnam didn’t attack while Hovering.
It is completely correct that Cobra helicopters did not attack while Hovering in
Vietnam. A hovering helicopter attack would be the correct tactic for Fulda
Gap, but not Vietnam. A former Cobra pilot has explained to me that a
planned attack would involve starting a certain distance from your target, then
flying towards the target firing each of your weapons in turn. After your final
fire, the helicopter then breaks and moves away from the target to take
position for another attack. If you follow this tactic in the game, you should not
invoke the Hovering state, which is intended to be a penalty if you fire
excessively without moving under the Helicopter Hovering Optional Rule.
OK, but if the fire-move-fire tactic is so important to the correct use of
helicopters in the game, then why is the Hovering feature an Optional
Rule.
Perhaps the best solution to the helicopter tactic issue would be to put all
attack helicopters under automated control and have the computer move and
fire these appropriately. However, it was felt that this solution would probably
not be satisfactory to many players despite its advantages of realism and
playability. On the other hand, having to move each attack helicopter each
turn manually only to end up flying racetrack courses in support of the attacks
can be a bothersome chore and may detract from the focus of the game. By
having Hovering as an Optional Rule, then a player can choose to turn it off in
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which case the position of the attack helicopter becomes more of an abstract
attack location than an actual flying location. While this reduces the realism of
the game, it greatly improves playability for those that want to focus on the
ground attack.
Where are the spotting rounds and smoke canisters? Any actual
instance of artillery or air support would require these for spotting and
identification.
Yes, a full detail treatment of artillery or air support would require the use of
spotting rounds and the use of smoke canisters to implement the full procedure
for these types of support. While there are details that the use of these would
address, it was felt that having them in the game, at least by default, would
distract from the main focus of the game and reduce playability in most
instances. While these can certainly be added to the game later as optional
rules, they don’t provide enough impact to the basic game to warrant their
inclusion in the default rules.
I don’t understand your Order-of-Battle structure. Instead of a weapons
squad, you’ve got M-60’s attached to the rifle squads in the platoons.
The platoon organization used in the game is meant to reflect the functional
organization of the platoon rather than a literal paper organization. The M-60’s
are attached to the rifle squads because that is where they would be to provide
support.
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